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In Brief

This volume of the LLE Review, covering April-June 2000, features an article by F. J. Marshall, T. Ohki,

D. McInnis, Z. Ninkov, and J. Carbone, who detail the conversion of the OMEGA time-integrated x-ray

diagnostics to electronic readout using direct-detection x-ray cameras [charge-injection devices (CID’s)].

Pinhole and x-ray microscope images are shown along with inferred calibration measurements of the CID

cameras. Currently, the same cameras are being used to obtain x-ray spectra in aTIM-based spectrometer,

extending their use to all time-integrated imaging and spectroscopic x-ray instruments used on OMEGA.

●

●

●

●

Additional highlights of the research presented in this issue are

V. A. Smalyuk, B. Yaakobi, F. J. Marshall, and D. D. Meyerhofer investigate the spatial structure of

the temperature and density of target-shell plasmas at peak compression (stagnation). This is

accomplished by examining the energy dependence of the x-ray emission using narrow-band x-ray

filters and the known absorption properties of the shell dopant (Ti).

F. %5quin, C. K. Ll, D. G. Hicks, J. A. Frenje, K. M. Green, R. D. Petrasso, J. M. Soures, V. Yu. Glebov,

C. Stoeckl, P. B. Radha, D. D. Meyerhofer, S. Roberts, C. Sorce, T. C. Sangster, M. D. Cable, S.

Padalino, and K. Fletcher detail the physics and instrumentation used to obtain and interpret secondary

D-3He proton spectra from current gas-filled-target and future cryogenic-target experiments. Through

a novel extension of existing charged-particle detection techniques with track detectors, the authors

demonstrate the ability to obtain secondary proton spectra with increased sensitivity.

M. Guardelben, L. Ning, N. Jain, D. Battaglia, and K. Marshall compare the utility of a novel liquid-

crystal-based, point-diffraction interferometer (LCPDI) with the commercial standard phase-shifting

interferometer and conclude that the LCPDI is a viable low-cost alternative.

A. B. Shorey, S. D. Jacobs, W. I. Kordonski, and R. F. Gans detail the mechanisms of glass polishing

using the magnetorheological finishing (MRF) technique currently being studied in the Center for

Optics Manufacturing (COM). Material-removal experiments show that the nanohardness of carbonyl

iron (CI) is important in MRF with nonaqueous MR fluids with no nonmagnetic abrasives, but is

relatively unimportant in aqueous MR fluids and/or when nonmagnetic abrasives are present.

Frederic J. Marshall

Editor

...
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Imaging of Laser-Plasma X-Ray Emission
with Charge-Injection Devices (CID’s)

Introduction

X-ray imaging and x-ray spectroscopy are used in Iaser–

plasma-generated physics research to diagnose conditions in

the laser targets. Examples of techniques used to image x-ray

emission are pinhole cameras, Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) micro-

scopes, curved crystal optics, and Welter microscopes. 1–3All

spectroscopic diagnostics rely also on spatial resolution to

record an x-ray spectrum. Examples of spectroscopic tech-

niques are Bragg crystal diffraction and grating diffraction.

The simplest method of recording images is time-integrated

exposure of film, a common example being the calibrated

Kodak direct exposure film (DEF).4Altematively, images can

be recorded by a solid-state device that is either directly

sensitive to x rays (photons absorbed in the device) or indi-

rectly sensitive (photons absorbed in a phosphor coating,

generating visible range photons that are then absorbed in the

device).

This work details the method of obtaining time-integrated

images of laser–plasma x~ray emission using charge-injection

devices (CID’s), as has been demonstrated on the University of

Rochester’s 60-beam UV OMEGA laser facility.5 The CID

has an architecture similar to a charge-coupled device (CCD).

The differences make them more resistant to radiation damage

and, therefore, more appropriate for some applications in

laser–plasma x-ray imaging. Images were obtained with pin-

hole cameras, KB microscopes,2 and atunablemonochromatic

x-ray microscope.6 Simultaneous images obtained on these

systems with calibrated x-ray film have enabled determination

of the absolute detection et%ciency of the CID’s in the energy

range from 2 to 8 keV.

Charge-Injection Devices (CID’s)

The CID cameras used in this work are manufactured by

CID Technologies, Inc. of Liverpool, NY.7 The model

CID4150 is an 812 x 604 array having square pixels with

38.5-gin center-to-center spacing and overall array dimen-

sions of 31.3 x23.2 mm. Details of the pixel architecture found

in the literature8–11 are summarized as follows: Each pixel

contains two storage areas (pads). At the start of integration,
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voltage applied to both pads injects any stored charge into the

substrate layer. Next, charge is accumulated under a nega-

tively biased column storage pad until the bias is changed to

transfer the stored charge to a row pad. The row pad is attached

to a row preamplifier from which the signal is output and

digitized. The CID’s used in this work were operated at room

temperature and with no conversion phosphor coating on the

detector surface (direct x-ray detection). A PC-based analog-

to-digital converter with 16-bit resolution, operating at

500 kHz, accomplished the camera readout. The relatively

high-speed readout was employed to minimize dark current in

the uncooled detectors.

Figure 83.1 shows a CID camera in its housing and an

epoxy-encased dental imaging version,l 1for comparison, along-

side a film pack and film pack positioner, illustrating the

relative compactness of the CID camera. All signal amplifica-

tion and switching electronics are contained in the CID cam-

era. An overview of the installation on the OMEGA target

chamber and surrounding structure is shown in Fig. 83.2. The

E102S7

Figure 83.1

Picture of CID camera mounted on the end of a pinhole camera positioner.

The CID camera replaces the film pack holder (upper left) and film pack

(lower left). The CID camera was designed to be compact, as evidenced by

the dental imaging version (lower right).
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IMAGINGOFLASER-PUSMA X-RAY EMISSIONWITHCHARGE-INJECTIONDEVICES(CID ‘s)
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dc power is supplied along with a clocking line and an integra-

tion trigger line. The common integration trigger supplies each

camera in use with a pre-shot pulse to acquire a background

image and an on-shot pulse to acquire an image on the laser

target shot. The two images are subtracted to provide the final

image. The single output line contains the unformatted video
signal, which is sent to a Pc-based analog-to-digital converter

card (ADC). Up to two PC’s are used to acquire six CID camera

outputs per PC, on as many as 12 CID cameras for the currently

planned system.

Experiments

The CID cameras were used to obtain images of laser–

plasma x-ray emission on OMEGA. Three different diagnos-

tics were used as platforms for these tests: x-ray pinhole

cameras and two different KB microscopes. One microscope

was outfitted with a grating and used to obtain grating-dis-

persed images of target implosion cores.12 The other micro-

scope was outfitted with metal multilayer monochromators

and used to obtain narrow-energy-band (monochromatic)

x-ray images of target implosion cores.6

F@e 83.2
Schematic of the CID camera interface

to an OMEGA x-ray diagnostic.

d
with digitizers

Ethernet cable
to network
connection

distributed phase plates designed to produce Gaussian-like

focal spots with a diameter of -900 ,um (containing 95% of the

energy). These produce x-ray spots with diameters of -600-#m

full width at half-maximum (FWHM). The images are ana-

lyzed to determine the relative pointing of each beam com-

pared to the desired pointing (all beams pointed so as to

converge at the target center, in the spherical-implosion-point-

ing mode). Typically six or more film-based cameras are used

to obtain like images, necessitating film loading, unloading,

developing, drying, and finally digitizing. Although these

processes are streamlined by using auto film developers, quick

drying, and video camera digitizing, the typical minimum

processing time of-40 min cannot compete with the several-

minute time scale required to store and redisplay multiple
digital image files.

H 13 view (south)

Figure 83.3 shows two images obtained with pinhole cam-

eras located on opposite sides of the target chamber. The

pinhole cameras have 1l-,um pinholes and were located

170 mm from the target. The CID’s were located to provide H8 view (north)
E1CU36

images with a magnification of 4.0 (-10 prdpixel at the target

plane). The images are of x-ray emission from a 4-mm-diam, Figure 83.3

Au-coated plastic sphere. The OMEGA beams were surface CID images taken from two opposing pinhole cameras on an OMEGA

focused onto the target using the standard OMEGA optics and
pointing shot.

1~f) LLE Review, Volume 83



IMAGINGOFLASER-PLWMAX-fiY EMISSIONWITHCHARGE-INJECTIONDEVICES(CID ‘s)

Another example of CID-camera-obtained x-ray images is

shown in Fig. 83.4. The CID’s were located behind the same

pinhole cameras described above, but farther away at a magni-

fication of 8.0. The images are of the time-integrated x-ray

emission from an imploded laser fusion target (in this case, a

3-atm-D2-filled, 20-~m-thick CH shell). Figure 83.4(a) was

taken with minimum filtration in front of the CID sensor

(150 pm of Be, mostly in the pinhole camera itself), while

Fig. 83.4(b) was taken with a CID on a pinhole camera on the

opposite side of the target chamber and additional filtration of

50pm of Al was used to limit the soft x-ray component of the

image. Figure 83.4(a) clearly shows the target’s outer-shell

emission plus stalk emission (all of which occurs during target

acceleration). Figure 83.4(b) shows only the harder x-ray

emission that is confined to the high-density, high-temperature

implosion core region.

H8 view (north)

EIOW

H13 view (south)
filtered (hard x’rays only)

Figure 83.4

CID images of a directly driven imploding OMEGA laser target (from

opposing pinhole cmtteras):(a)softx-ray image containing emission from the

outer shell region, the stalk, and a saturated core region; (b) hard x-ray image

containing only emission from the core.

Pairs of images, one on film and one with a CID on the same

x-ray microscope, have been obtained on a series of OMEGA

target shots. The KB microscope was outfitted with a diffrac-

tion grating that yielded dispersed spectra of the implosion

cores. 12The magnification of the images is 20.3. Since the KB

microscope is a four-mirror, four-image version with image

views separated by 1.4° on the target chamber sphere, the

images are nearly identical except for differences in the record-

ing media. Figure 83.5 shows a pair of such images: (a) a film-

recorded image (Kodak DEF) and (b) a CID-camera-recorded

image. Both images are produced by the KB microscope,

LLE Review, Volume 83

which has Ir-coated mirrors operating at grazing angles of

0.70°. Attenuation by 140 ,um of Be is common to both, as is

diffraction by the 0.2-pm-period transmission grating. The

CID camera had an additional 25 pm of Be acting as a light

shield and housing cover. Both images show nearly identical

features. The main features captured by the grating-dispersed

microscope (zeroth-order image of implosion and first-order

diffracted image of the core) are seen in both images. Since the

film and microscope have been absolutely calibrated, compari-

son of the film- and CID-recorded core spectra can be used to

infer the absolute sensitivity of the CID pixels. Figure 83.6(a)

shows such a comparison taken along the core spectrum and

plotted as a function of photon energy. The CID pixel’s inferred

quantum efficiency dependence on energy is shown in

Fig. 83.6(b). Although a precise model for the CID pixels has

not been developed, the results of Janesick et al.’3 for the case

of a front-side-illuminated, thin-depletion-region CCD are

shown for comparison in Fig. 83.6(b). This model should be

representative of the CID sensitivity.

(a)
-~.%-:. ..=

T
.-:,.-.

~‘e
.:,:.-......... .

E
G ‘

L ... .
s.. ..,- , :.

~,...
. .. .;, :. .. ;. ’..> :..-

DEF-recorded image

Et 0438
(film)

(b)

CID-recorded image
(electronic)

Figure 83.5

A pair of simultaneously recorded x-ray microscope images taken with

(a) Kodak DEF film and (b) a CID camera. The image is an imploding

OMEGA target with dispersion of the core emission by an x-ray transmission

grating (evidenced by the features -30° from the horizontal to the upper right

and lower left). The horizontal and vertical streaks are due to small-angle

specular scattering from the microscope mirrors.

Lastly, a pair of images taken with the KB microscope

outfitted with metal mttltilayer monochromators is shown in

Fig. 83.7. The imaging system has been previously described.4

WB4C multilayers with a 2d spacing of 26.5 ~ were used, and

the magnification of the images is 13.6. The monochromators

were tuned so as to produce images of target emission centered

on the Ar He-like ~line (3.683+0.011 keV) and the Ar H-like

121
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Figure 83.6

Comparison of CID- and film-recorded spectra. (a) Lineouts through the two

spectral features; (b) inferred CID quantum efficiency, derived from the

calibrated constants of the microscope/grating/film system.

@line (3.935*0.012 keV), where the indicated energy range is

determined by the FWHM’S of the monochromator diffraction

peaks. The target was a 15-atm, D2-filled, 20-pm-thick, l-mm-

diam CH shell containing 0.35% by atomic number of Ar gas

as a dopant. The images show the enhanced line-plus-con-

tinuum emission from the implosion core region. The asymme-

try of the core is ascribed to the lack of perfect direct-drive

beam balance on this shot, aggravated by several lower-

intensity beams being near each other on the target chamber

sphere. The images show a clear core region whose size and

morphology can be easily measured.

Conclusion

CID cameras have been used to obtain time-integrated x-ray

images on a variety of imaging and spectroscopic diagnostics

on the OMEGA laser facility’s target chamber. Cross calibra-

tion of the CID camera with film shows that the CID pixels,

Figure 83.7

Monochromatic images of an imploding OMEGA laser target taken with two

CID cameras. (a) Image of emission at 3.683*0.01 1 keV, centered on the Ar

He-like /J-lin% (b) image of emission at 3.935t0.012 keV, centered on the

Ar H-like &line.

when used in direct-detection mode (i.e., without a phosphor),

have a useful energy range of better than 2 to 8 keV, with

additional sensitivity to be expected, especially at higher

energies. Currently, all existing OMEGA time-integrated

x-ray diagnostics are being outfitted with CID cameras as an

optional recording medium.
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X-Ray Spectroscopic Measurements of Areal Density
and Modulations of Compressed Shells in

Implosion Experiments on OMEGA

Introduction

In inertial confinement fusion (ICF), spherical targets are

driven either directly with laser beamsl or indirectly with x-ray

drive.z Initial target nonuniformities, either existing or created

by the drive, can grow because of hydrodynamic instabilities

disrupting the implosion and reducing its thermonuclear yield.3

Therefore, it is important to measure the effects of these

instabilities on the target performance and particularly on the

shell integrity. Fusion reactions occur during the stagnation

phase, at peak compression, when the maximum density and

temperature are achieved. Simultaneously, the hot core and the

inner surface of the shell emit most of their radiation in x rays.3

This emission not only contains information about important

parameters such as areal density, temperature, and their unifor-

mity in the region from where the emission originates (hot core

and inner shell), but can also be used to probe the rest of the

cold shell.4 While the shell’s final areal density, neutron yield,

and core temperature are important parameters of the target

performance, the shell’s integrity provides a more direct signa-

ture of instability.

Cold-shell integrity has been measured for shells with Ti-

doped layers.5 Monochromatic core images were obtained at

energies below and above the K-edge energy of Ti with a

pinhole-amay x-ray spectrometer.b The ratio between such

images reflects the nonuniformity of the cold shell; however,

these measurements were limited to implosions with 20-pm-

thick shells and 1-ns square pulse shape, which had the highest-

intensity x-ray emission from the core. Slowly rising pulse

shapes and thicker shells produce implosions with lower core

intensity. When measured with a pinhole-array spectrometer,

this intensity was insuftlcient to perform meaningful analysis.

In the present experiments the sensitivity of the measure-

ments is increased by replacing the diffracting crystal in the

pinhole-array spectrometer with filters for sampling the spec-

trum below and above the Ti K edge. This allows for measure-

ments of shell integrity for 20- and 24-pm-thick shells with

both the 1-ns square pulse shape and a slower-rising, 2.3-ns

pulse that has a 1:6 foot-to-main-pulse intensity ratio (PS26).

Pure CH targets were used to measure nouniformities in

radiation temperature and uniformity of the emitting (hot)

part of the target, which consists of the core and inner part of

the shell.

In this article three measurement methods are described:

(1) Imaging of the cold-shell modulations is based on the

imaging of core radiation in two x-ray energies, absorbed and

nonabsorbed by the shell. The ratio of intensities in the two

narrow-energy-band x-ray images is used to infer modulation

in the areal density of the absorbing shell. (2) Measurements of

temperature nonuniformities in the core radiation use core

images from two energy bands, both unattenuated by the shell.

(3) Imaging of the hot-shell modulations measures emission

nonuniformities at x-ray energies unattenuated by the shell.

Since most of this emission comes from the inner, hot shell, the

modulations in the images are related to the hot shell’s areal-

density nonuniformities.

Experiments

The targets used in these experiments were CH shells of

-450-pm inner radius and 20- and 24-#m shell thickness.

Targets with T1 had 2-,um, T1-doped CH (6.2% by atom) layers

at the inner part of the shell. Targets were filled with 3 or 15 atm

of D2. Targets were irradiated with 351 -nm laser light using

the 60-beam OMEGA laser system.7 Two pulse shapes were

used in these experiments: a l-ns square pulse shape with total

on-target energy of about 25 kJ and PS26 with a duration of

-2.5 ns and total on-target energy of about 20 kJ. Beam-

smoothing techniques used during these experiments included

distributed phase platess (DPP’s) and smoothing by spectral

dispersion (SSD). The 2-D SSD had an IR bandwidth of

1.25 ~ x 1.75 & producing a 0.2-THz bandwidth at 351 nm.

The estimated illumination uniformity for 60 overlapping

OMEGA beams with DPP’s and SSD was crrm, - 2.5%, which

was calculated from the on-target single-beam distribution and

averaged over the length of the pulse. 10Beam-to-beam energy

variations were typically -7%, which produces an additional

on-target illumination nonuniformity of crrm~- 2.5?10, with

most of that contribution in modes 1 through 5.10

124 LLE Review, Volume 83
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The thin solid line in Fig. 83.8 shows the measured spec-

trum of the core emission integrated over the time of a stagna-

tion phase at peak compression (-300 ps) and integrated over

the area of the core (-80 ,um). The spectrum is from the

implosion of a 24-,um-thick shell, with a 2-,um inner Ti-doped

layer and an initial D2 fill pressure of 3 atm by l-ns-square-

pulse illumination. The spectrum was measured with a spec-

trometer fitted with an ammonium dihydrogen phosphate

(ADP) crystal and a 15-pm-wide slit. The spectrum contains

absorption lines due to Is–2P transitions in Ti ions near the

4.6-keV energy. 11These lines are absorbed within the warm

TLdoped region (T -300 to 600 eV), whereas radiation above

the TI K edge at 4.96 keV is absorbed by much colder T1. The

intensity above the K edge falls down gradually rather than

abruptly, indicating a temperature gradient in the absorbing

region and an associated gradual K-edge shift to higher ener-

gies due to ionization. 11 The electron temperature of the

emission region (Te = 0.86*0.04 keV) and the areal density of

cold T1 in the shell (pRm = 2. 1*O.1mgkm2)havebeenderived
from the fit to the measured spectrum, shown by the thick solid

line outside absorption areas of warm Ti (at -4.6 keV) and

shifted K edge.

This spectrum was used not only to identify the spectral

regions of x rays appropriate for imaging but also to calculate

imaging sensitivity in order to convert intensity modulations in

the image to modulations of the shell’s areal density.

4 5 6 7 8

Energy (keV)

Figure 83.8

Measured time-integrated spectrum of the core emission taken with a 24-flm-

thick shell with a 2-pm inner T]-doped layer, at an initial till pressure of

3 atm D2, and 1-ns-square-pulse illumination.

Imaging of Cold-Shell Modulations

To measure the shell’s integrity, the target is imaged at

energies weakly absorbed by the shell, below the Ti K edge,

and at energies strongly absorbed by the shell (above the T1 K

edge at about 6.5 keV). The compressed core radiation serves

as a backlighter for the shell.5 Any modulations in this emis-

sion are measured from the core image below the K edge. The

image above the K edge has approximately the same modula-

tions in the backlighter and additional modulations in the

absorbing shell.

Time-integrated images of core emission were taken with a

6-pm pinhole array, at 4x magnification, and recorded on DEF

film. Two images were taken with a Ti filter at energies below

theTi Kedge (-4.9 keV); the other two images were taken with

an iron filter at energies above the Ti K edge (-6.5 keV). A

schematic of the instrument is shown in Fig. 83.9. Instead of

one image per energy channel, a pair of images were taken not

only to reduce noise by averaging images but also to estimate

the noise itself by subtracting one image from another. The

calculated resolution for the imaging system was -6 pm, with

modulation transfer functions (MTF’s) very similar for both

4.9- and 6.5-keV energy channels. The noise spectrum has

been used in the Wiener filter applied to reduce noise during

image processing. The thicknesses of both the Ti and the Fe

filters were varied for different shots in order to achieve an

optimum intensity on the film since intensity levels were

different for different shot conditions.

The energy spectrum was measured for each target experi-

ment using the crystal spectrometer. The approximate x-ray

energy spectra of the images for each energy channel were

calculated by multiplying this spectrum by the filter response.

Figure 83. 10(a) shows the spectra calculated for the lower-

energy filter (solid line) and the higher-energy filter (dotted

line). The conditions of the target experiment were a 20-pm-

thick CH shell with a 2-pm inner Ti-doped layer, filled with

3 atm of D2, irradiated by a 1-ns square pulse. Lineouts of two

lower-energy-band images (solid lines) and two higher-

energy-band images (dotted lines) are shown in Fig. 83.10(b).

Note that the lineouts from the same energy band have similar

features that are different from the features in the other energy

band. This indicates that the features seen in the images are not

noise, and that the differences between the images at different

energies are likely due to modulations in the absorbing shell.

(It is assumed that the core-emission image does not change

appreciably over an -1 .6-keV interval in photon energy be-

tween the two energy bands, i.e., the features of the core
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Figure 83.9

Schematic of the 6-#m filtered pinhole array. Two
Ti filters ~ time-integrated images are obtained with a Ti

6-,um pinhole / filter at energies below the Ti K edge (-4.9 keV);

array +Film the other two images are obtained with an Fe filter

at energies above the Ti K edge (-6.5 keV). The

magnification of the images is 4x and the images

are recorded with DEF film.

El 0294a

El 0294b

1000

100

10
345678

Energy (keV)

2.0 1 [ I I I I

Distance (urn)

Figure 83.10

(a) The calculated spectra of the images below the Ti K edge (solid line) and above the Ti K edge (dotted line). The Ti mass absorption rate is shown by the

dashed line. (b) The Iineouts of two images taken below the TI K edge (solid line) and above the Ti K edge (dotted line).

emission are the same at -4.9 and -6.5 keV. (This assumption

is confirmed in the next section.)

The images were processed with the Wiener-filtering tech-

nique. 12If C(f) is the signal plus noise of the image (obtained

by averaging two images for a particular x-ray energy channel)

in Fourier space with coordinates f, and -dV(f)> is the average

spectrum of the noise (calculated from the difference of two

images for a particular energy band), then the restored signal

spectrum R(f) is given by the Wiener-filter formttla12

R(f) =
c(f) ~ lc(f)12 -l(~(f))p

MTF(f ) ]C(f)f ‘
(1)

where MTF(f) is the modulation transfer function of the

pinhole camera calculated for a particular x-ray energy chan-

nel. The filtered images are obtained by

restored spectrum R(f) back to real space.

transforming the

The modulations of the ratio of intensities for filtered

images below the K edge [I<~(x)] and above the K edge

[I>K(x)] are related to the shell-areal-density modulations 6

[rR(x)] by

{[ 1}~n I<K(x)

I>K(x)
~[~R(x)] = d

1+.K – ~<K ‘
(2)

where P>K and /&K are the spectrally weighed mass absorp-

tion coei%cients of cold Ti at energies above and below Kedge,

respectively, which were calculated for each shot using the

measured x-ray spectra [Fig. 83. 10(a)].

Figure 83.11 shows the power per mode of the measured

modulation as a function of spatial frequency of the cold, Tl-

doped shell areal density at peak compression. The data m-e

from three target experiments, measured using core images

taken at x-ray energies above and below the T1Kedge. For each
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target experiment, the areal-density modulations were normal-

ized to the measured cold-shell areal densities, which were

deduced from the crystal spectrometer data, similar to that

shown in Fig. 83.8, yielding relative modulations in the cold-

shell areal density 6 [pR(x)]/pR(x). To minimize errors due to

spherical effects in the analysis of the outer section of the core

images, only the 60-pm-diam central portion of each 10O-pm-

diam image was analyzed. The spectra in Figs. 83.1 l(a) and

83. 11(b) correspond to20- and24-pm-thick-shell targets driven

with a 1-ns squafe pulse shape. The spectrum in Fig. 83.1 l(c)

corresponds to a 24-pm-thick-shell target driven with pulse

shape PS26. All three targets were filled with 3 atm of D2. To

obtain the power per mode, shown in Fig. 83.11, absolute

values of the Fourier amplitudes squared were summed at each

spatial frequency. The om~ of the total nonuniformity is the

square root of the sum of the power per mode over the spatial

frequency. The spectra shown in Fig. 83.11 are very similar.

They are peaked at a spatial frequency of 20 mm-l (corre-

T I

spending to a wavelength of 50 pm or mode number / - 5) with

spatial features extending down to a wavelength of about

15 #m. The total crm~ of the nonuniformities is similar for all

three shots and is -50 YoH090. Adding previous data5 to these

measurements, we conclude that the nonuniformity am~ ranges

from the noise level of -20% up to -50% and is similar for

target experiments with a 20- or 24-pm-thick shell and with

l-ns square or PS26 pulse shapes.

Measurements of Temperature Nonuniformities

Measurements of the cold-shell integrity are based on the

assumption that the distribution of core emission does not

change appreciably over an-1 .6-keV interval in photon energy

between the two energy bands at -4.9 and -6.5 keV. This

assumption is valid if the effective emission temperature is

constant over the whole area of the image. We use the term

“effective” with respect to temperature in order to emphasize

that the measured images of the cores are two dimensional, and

20 I I I I

(b) om~ =

o
0 20 40 60 80 100 0 20 40 60 80 100

Spatial frequency (mm-l) Spatial frequency (mm-l)

0 20 40 60 80 100

El 0057 Spatial frequency (mm-l)

Figure 83.11

Power per mode of the measured modulation as a function of spatial frequency for target experiments with (a) 20-/.sthickck shells and I-ns square pulse shape,

CTm~= 52%*34%, (b) 24-#m-thick shells and l-ns square pulse shape, CTmS= 65%*1 6Y0,and (c) 24-flm-thick shells and PS26 pulse shape, am~ = 50%+ 16Y0.

All experiments were taken with 3-atm-D@led shells with a 2-pm-thick, inner-TLdoped (6.2’7. by atom) layer.
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not three dimensional as the cores are themselves. The inten-

sity at each point is an integral over the core in the direction of

the imaging system. Regions with different temperatures may

exist inside the core; however, when integrated along the path

toward the imaging system, only an integrated or effective

temperature is observable.

F@tre 83.12 represents the lineouts of the core images

measured with Sn filters at an x-ray energy of about 3.5 !-ceV

(solid lines) and with Fe filters at an x-ray energy of about

6.5 keV (dashed lines). These data are from a target experiment

with a 24-,um-thick CH shell (no Ti doping), filled with 15 atm

of Dz and driven by a 1-ns square pulse shape. At x-ray energies

of Z3 keV, the core emission is not significantly absorbed by

the outer shell. Differences in the shapes of the images as a

function of energy band would indicate the presence of

nonuniformities in the effective temperature. Lineouts of the

captured images shown in Fig. 83.12 are, in fact, very similar.

The image features are similar for the two images taken from

the same energy band, indicating that these features are not

noise. The fact that these features have the same shape for both

energy bands indicates that the effective temperature is nearly

constant over the entire area of the images. The measured

effective temperature Teff= 0.86*0.04 keV was found from the

ratio of two different energy-band images shown in Fig. 83.12.

A similar analysis was performed on results from experi-

ments with other conditions, including different CH-shell

thicknesses and different pulse shapes. For all of these shots

2.o ~3.5 keV~ 6.5 keV—,

o 200 400 600 800

Distance (urn)

Figure 83.12

The lineouts of two images taken at -3.5 keV (solid line) with a Sn filter, and

at -6.5 keV (dashed line) with an Fe filter for a target experiment on a 24-,um-

thick shell. filled with 15 atm of D~, driven by a l-ns square pulse shape.

effective temperatures were constant over the whole area of the

images within the experimental error determined by the noise

in the images.

Imaging the Hot-Shell Modulations

As shown above, the core images have no temperature

nonuniformities within the experimental resolution and sensi-

tivity; the modulations seen in the high-energy, unattenuated

images are due to areal-density modulations in the emission

region. The core images are produced by the emission from the

hot core and dominated by the emission from the inner hot

shell; therefore, modulations in the image lineouts shown in

Fig. 83.12 are mostly due to hot-shell areal-density modula-

tions. Assuming that the absorption of x rays in the core and

the shell is negligible, the intensity at the detector is propor-

tional to the areal density of the emission region in the direction

of x-ray propagation.

To analyze the areal-density nonuniformity of the hot inner

shell, the smooth envelope of the core image Ienv(x) (obtained

by filtering the image in Fourier space) was subtracted from the

core image 1(x). The relative areal-density nonuniformity of

the hot shell is given by the relation

(3)

Since the signals from both “walls” of the hot shell are added

to give I(x), the relative nonuniformities in the captured image

[I(x)- Ienv(x)]/Ienv(x) are multiplied by the factor of Z in

order to analyze modulations corresponding to only one wall

of the shell (the assumption made here was that areal-density

perturbations in the shell region are uncorrelated).

F@re 83.13 shows the measured power per mode of the

areal-density nonuniformities as a function of spatial fre-

quency for the hot inner shell. The spectrum is peaked at spatial

scale lengths of 40 to 50 pm with a total orm~ of 30%*1570. It

is similar to the measured cold-shell spectra in both magnitude

and shape.

Conclusions

Time-integrated measurements of the shell integrity are

presented at peak compression, the final stage of a spherical

implosion. Perturbations in the cold, or absorbing, part of the

shell were studied using shells with and without inner Ti-

doped layers. The hot, or emitting, part of the shell was studied

using pure plastic shells. It is found that modulations in both
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J+
I I
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EI02980

Figure 83.13

Power per mode of hot CH plasma emission as a function of spatial frequency

for a target experiment on a24-#m-thick shell, filled with 15 atm of D2,driven

by a 1-ns square pulse shape, Om$ = 30%+15%.

the cold and hot parts of the shell are peaked at spatial scale

sizes of 40 to 50 ,um, with nonuniformities extending to

-15 #m. The magnitude of relative areal-density perturbations

is in the range from the noise level of - 15% to 20% up to -50%

for both 1-ns square and PS26 pulse shapes. Time-resolved

measurements at peak compression and earlier, in the decelera-

tion phase, will aid in understanding the present findings.
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Secondary D-3He Proton Spectra from D2-Filled OMEGA Targets

Introduction

Two new diagnostic techniques now provide the first high-

quality spectra of secondary fusion protons from imploded D2-

filled capsules in inertial confinement fusion (ICF) experiments.

The potential utility of secondary neutrons and protons for

diagnosing such capsules has been recognized for more than

two decades, *-8 but practical use of protons has previously

been limited by the lack of accurate spectroscopic measure-

ments. The first new technique utilizes a magnet-based charged-

particle spectrometer; the second involves “wedge-range-

filter’’-based spectrometers utilizing special filters and CR39

nuclear track detectors. These spectrometers were recently

used to acquire data from target capsules with about 14 atm of

Dz fuel in 19-,um-CH shells, imploded at the60-beam OMEGA

laser facility by irradiation with 22 kJ of laser energy. Results

of that work, presented in this article, are important for the

information they give about current experiments and for the

potential they show for characterization of the cryogenic D2-

filled capsules to be used in the near future.

The general value of charged-particle spectrometry for

capsule diagnostics has recently been demonstrated with mag-

net-based charged-particle spectrometers (CPS’S), which are

now used on a regular basis to measure spectra of primary

fusion products (p, D, T, @ and “knock-on” particles (p, D, T,

and 3He elastically scattered by 14. 1-MeVneutrons3)9’10 for a

wide range of capsule types and implosion conditions on

OMEGA. 11Measured spectra provide a number of important

implosion parameters such as primary yields, fuel ion tempera-

ture, and areal density (pR) of fuel, shell(s), or fuel plus shell.

Areal densities are determined by measuring the energy loss of

charged fusion products as they pass out through the fuel and

she119 or by measuring the yields of knock-on particles. 10

In the most important future ICF experiments utilizing

cryogenic capsules with DT or D2 fuel, large areal densities

will limit the number of diagnostic measurements that can be

made of charged particles. On the National Ignition Facility

(NIF), pRtO1alof imploded DT capsules is eventually expected

to exceed 1 g/cm2. In this case, the only charged particles that

could escape and be detected for studying pR are tertiary

protons, 12 which have energies as high as 30.8 MeV. DT

capsules planned for OMEGA may (based on 1-D simulations)

reach pRtotal of 0.2 to 0.3 g/cm2. In this case, knock-on

deuterons and tritons, resulting from elastic collisions with

primary 14. l-MeV neutrons, could be detected and used to

study pR with CPS’S. 10

In the shorter term, cryogenic experiments will be carried

out with pure-D2 fuel. No charged primary fusion products will

be energetic enough to escape and be detected, and there will

be no high-energy primary neutrons to generate energetic

knock-on particles. In addition, the method of determining

pRfuel by measuring secondary-neutron yields6 will fail for

pRfuel = 0.1 g/cm2. Fortunately, secondary D-3He protons

(12.6 to 17.5 MeV) will escape from D2-filled capsules with

relatively high pR. These protons are created in the two steps

indicated in reactions (1) and (2):

D+ D + n (2.45 MeV) + 3He(0.82 MeV); (1)

3He(0.82 MeV)+ D + ct(6.6 to 1.7 MeV)

+p(12.6 to 17.5 MeV). (2)

In one of the primary branches of the D-D reaction, 3He is

created with 0.82 MeV of kinetic energy. Some of the 3He ions

then react in-flight with thermal D ions, creating protons that,

because of the kinetic energy of the 3He, have a range of

energies. Measured spectra of these protons can be used to

measure pRfuel and pRtotal.

The remainder of this article will discuss the use of spectral

measurements. Although the emphasis throughout is on sec-

ondary protons, there is also discussion of how they relate to

the secondary neutrons created through reactions (3) and (4):

D+ D+p(3.02 MeV)+T(l.01 MeV); (3)
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T(l.01 MeV) + D + a(6.7 to 1.4 MeV)

+n (1 1.9 to 17.2 MeV). (4)

The following sections discuss (1) how the characteristics of

secondaries are related to the physical parameters of capsules;

(2) how accurately measured spectra of secondary protons are

made with the magnet-based CPS’S and with “wedge-range-

filter’’-basedspectrometers; (3) measurements during OMEGA

shots; (4) physical interpretation of data; and (5) future appli-

cation to cryogenic-target experiments.

Secondary Spectra and Capsule Characteristics

Two simple models of plasma structure are used here to

illustrate how measurements of secondary yields and spectra

are related to properties of compressed capsules. In the “hot-

spot” model, all primary fusion reactions take place in a small

region at the center of the spherical fuel, and the fuel outside

the hot spot, where the primary fusion products react with

cooler fuel to create secondaries, has uniform density and

temperature. In the “uniform” model, the fuel is uniform over

its entire spherical volume so that primary and secondary

reactions take place everywhere. In both cases, there can be a

spherical shell or pusher of a different material outside the fuel

(generally CH, in most current OMEGA experiments). It is

assumed in these simple models that the capsule is spherically

symmetric, with no mixing of fuel and shell material, although

numerical work currently underway indicates that fuel/shell

mixing could be important. In future work, more-sophisticated

models will be used.

The slowing down of primary 3He and T in D fuel is

modeled with the formalism described in Ref. 13, with results

shown in Fig. 83.14. The production rates for secondaries are

then determined by the cross sections shown in Fig. 83.15

(calculated from Ref. 14). The resultant yields, and the shapes

of spectra as they are created in the fuel, are discussed below.

Modifications to the spectrum of protons as they slowdown on

their way out of the fuel and shell are then determined by the

stopping power illustrated in Fig. 83.16 (calculated according

to Ref. 13).

1. Yields

By integrating over the appropriate paths of primary fusion

products 3He and T and using the foregoing assumptions to

calculate their energies as a function of position, and then

utilizing the secondary production rates, we can calculate

yields Y2P and Y2n of secondary protons and neutrons as

fractions of the primary-neutron yield Y,n and obtain the

results shown in Fig. 83.17. Related calculations were carried

out previously 1–8 for some of these cases, utilizing older

models for the slowing down of 3He and T. The authors

pointed out that a nearly linear relationship exists between

pRfUel and the secondary-to-primary-yield ratios as long as

pRfuel is low enough that the primary particles (3He or T)

escape the fuel. Each yield ratio reaches a saturation level (as

shown in Fig. 83.17) when the appropriate primary particle is

completely slowed down in the fuel, but measurements of yield

can be used to infer @?fUelas long as saturation has not been

reached. The results are weakly dependent on plasma density,

but the plasma temperature has a strong impact on the value of

pllfuel at which the linear relationship fails because of com-

keV:

~L—uLu—d
0.0 0.5 1.0

3He energy (MeV)
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Figure 83.14
Stopping powers for 3He (left) and T (right) in D plasmas of

various temperatures (calculated according to Ref. 13). Note that

at higher temperatures there is an important peak in the stopping

power at low energies, due to ion-induced slowing.
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plete slowing down of the primary particles in the fuel. This is

a consequence of the temperature dependence of the total

particle ranges, as illustrated in Fig. 83.18. Because of the

magnitude of the cross sections (Fig. 83.14), secondary pro-

tons are preferentially produced close to the birth position of

primary 3He, while secondary neutrons are preferentially cre-

ated near the end of the range of the primary T (see Fig. 83.19).
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Figure 83.15

Fusion cross sections (o) for energetic 3He or T with cold D plasma (calcu-

lated according to information in Ref. 14).
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Figure 83.16

Stopping power for protons in D plasmas of various temperatures (calcu-

lated according to Ref. 13). The values for CH plasmas are almost identical

except for being higher by a factor of about 14/13 (the ratio of the numbers

of electrons per unit mass).

Two differences between the hot-spot and uniform models

are apparent in Fig. 83.17: ( 1) The value of pl?fuel for a given

yield is slightly higher in the uniform model, reflecting the fact

that the mean distance traveled by primary particles before

they encounter the fuel–pusher interface is smaller by a factor

of 0.75. (2) Complete saturation of yield at high values of

pl?fuel in the uniform model is approached asymptotically, but
never reached, because some primaries are always created

close enough to the surface to escape the fuel.

Although a measured secondary-proton yield can be used in

the context of our models to infer pl?fuel only in regimes

where the primary 3He escapes the fuel before stopping,

another kind of information can be inferred when complete

stopping occurs in the fuel. As seen in Fig. 83.17, the electron

temperature Te determines the maximum possible secondary-

to-primary ratio Y2~Y1,1.If it is known that yield saturation has

been reached, it is possible to estimate the effective electron

temperature as illustrated in Fig. 83.20. A similar relationship

between electron temperature and yield saturation holds for

secondary neutrons.

2. Birth Spectra

Going beyond the calculation of yields, we can investigate

the shapes of secondary-particle spectra at their birth. Consider

first the protons. If pl?fuel is small, so that primary 3He particles

escape the fuel before losing much of their 0.82-MeV birth

energy, then the protons they produce by fusing with fuel

deuterons are equally distributed between limiting energies of

about 12.6 and 17.5 MeV. The energy limits are defined by

kinematics and are determined by 3He energy at the time of

interaction with D. The flat distribution as a function of energy

between the limits can be demonstrated by assuming that

fusion products are distributed isotropically in the D–3He

center-of-mass frame, transforming to the lab frame, and

calculating the number of particles per unit energy. The num-

ber of protons produced during the slowing down of 3He from

energy EsHe to Es He – ~3He is proportional tO

~31.fe~3f.fe.fJE3f.Ie)/[~E3f.fe/4P4]

()where CT3He_D EsHe is as shown in Fig. 83.15, X is the

distance along the trajectory of 3He in the plasma, and

dEJHe/d(pX) is as shown in Fig. 83.14.

For larger values of @fuel, some of the 3He will slow down

before leaving the fuel; when they interact with the fuel, the

cinematically defined width of the resultant proton spectrum
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Figure 83.17

Yields of secondary protons (left) and neutrons (right), calcu-

lated using LI and Petrasso’s ion-slowing formalism 13to model

the slowing down of primary fusion products in a D plasma. The

two top plots assume the “hot-spot” model, in which all primary

reactions take place in a small region at the center and secondary

E ‘ ‘ “’’”1 ‘ ‘ “’”q ‘ ‘ “’’”1 ‘“7 reactions take place outside the hot spot in a cooler region that is

1Uniform model
keV 1

uniform in density and temperature. The two bottom plots

assume the “uniform” model in which primary and secondary

10.0 A reactions take place throughout the uniform plasma. Plasma

densities and electron temperatures T, areas indicated.
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E10509 Illustration of how secondary protons are created mostly near the birth

position of the primary 3He, while secondary neutrons are created mostly

Figure 83.18 toward the end of the range of primary T. The vertical axis is in arbitrary unirs

Ranges of primary D-D fusion products in a D plasma for different plasma that are different for the two curves; the horizontal axis unit pX is the distance

densities and temperatures (from the stopping-power curves in Fig. 83.14). from primary bkth position in gJcm2 for a l-keV, 3-g/cm3 D plasma.
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()will be smaller. But SinCe O’SHe_D‘sHe decreases rapidly as

EsHe goes below about 0.5 MeV, the contributions to the final

proton spectrum become very small for lower-energy 3He and

the shape of the total proton spectrum remains relatively

insensitive to the amount of slowing down, or equivalently the

value of pl?fuel. This is demonstrated in Fig. 83.21, which

shows how, in the case of a hot-spot model, the shape of the

spectrum gets built up as a contribution of parts due to 3He

E10511
Y2~Y1,, at saturation

Figure 83.20

Electron temperature for which Y~#YI,) cannot exceed a given saturation

value (see Fig. 83. 17). Under some circumstances, this relationship can be

used to estimate To

(a) Secondary protons
1 1 I i I 1 I I I

—Te<l kev –-– Tc.lOkeV

slowed down by different amounts. Figure 83.21 also illus-

trates that the shape of the birth spectrum is relatively insensi-

tive to the plasma temperature. The mean energy of the spectrum

varies slightly with the amount of slowing down of 3He, as

shown in Fig. 83.22.

The secondary-neutron birth-spectrum shape is signifi-

cantly more sensitive to pRfuel because the reaction cross

section of primary T with fuel D increases rapidly as T energy

decreases (down to about ET = 0.2 MeV, as shown in

Fig. 83. 15). As discussed in Refs. 6–8, this means that the

neutron spectrum gets narrower as pRfuel increases (and the

exiting Tenergy decreases). Figure 83.21 illustrates this for the

case of the hot-spot model.

3. Measured Spectra

A proton birth spectrum is never measured directly because

it is modified by passage through the fuel and shell before

being measured in a real experiment. Since the birth spectrum

is relatively insensitive to fuel conditions, a measured spec-

trum contains diagnostic information about fuel and shell by

virtue of the changes in the spectrum that can be inferred.

The mean energy of the secondary protons decreases ac-

cording to the amount of material they traverse (Fig. 83.16

(b) Secondary neutrons
1 I 1 1 I I 1 t 1

—T=<l kev –-- T,. ]()~eV

wG
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g
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I \os
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Proton energy (MeV) Neutron energy (MeV)
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Figure 83.21

Calculated shapes of secondary-proton and -neutron spectra. These curves were generated by assuming that (a) the slowing of T or 3He in a D plasma varies

with energy as shown in Fig. S3. 14, and (b) the primary particles are created near the center and pass through a uniform fuel that ranges their energies down

to some fraction ~E of their birth energy (hot-spot model). The plasma density was assumed to be 3 glcms. On each plot, the different curves show how the

spectrum shape is built up as the primary particle gets ranged down; the curves do nor show how the number of secondary particles varies with pR. Each plot

has one curve for plasma temperature 10 keV, corresponding to~~ = O. This curve is arbitrarily normalized so its amplitude is the same as the corresponding

curve for lower temperature to demonstrate that the shape is not strongly dependent on temperature.
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showed how the stopping power of fuel or shell plasma for

protons varies with proton energy and plasma temperature).

For the case of a D plasma with p = 3 g/cm3, Fig. 83.23

illustrates the slowing down of secondary protons as a function

of Te and pX, where X is distance traveled through the plasma.

The dependence on p is weak; the ratio of pX to the mean

energy 10ss <AE2P> varies approximately as p0”07 for pX

S 0.1 g/cm2. The dependence on temperature is weak for Te

S 1 keV and becomes progressively stronger for increasing Te.

For a CH plasma, the ratio of pX to <AE2P> is lower by about

13/14. If we assume that most of the protons are generated near

the center of the fuel, then we can relate <AE2P> to a sum of

contributions frOm pRfuel and PR~hell.

The protons are not all generated precisely at the center of

the fuel, so they pass through slightly different amounts of

material while leaving the capsule. This affects the mean

energy, but that effect is fairly small for the OMEGA data

discussed here. It also causes abroadeningof the spectrum, and

in future work that broadening will be used as another con-

straint on capsule structure.

A secondary-neutron birth spectrum can be measured di-

rectly. 15The shape of this spectrum is sensitive to fuel condi-

tions, so it has potential diagnostic value. 8 Figure 83.24

summarizes the plasma parameter regimes in which the mea-

surement methods described above are applicable.

, , I , r a

I
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h= ‘3f.f~.~#Ef-fe.i_rimh
EI0513

Figure 83.22
Dependence of the mean energies of the proton birth spectra (shown in

Fig. 83.21 ) on the fraction of 3He energy remaining when the 3He reaches

the fuel–pusher interface. Plasma temperature was assumed to be 3 keV, and

the density was 3 g/cm3. If the appropriate value ofj~ (defined in the previous

figure caption) is unknown, the effective mean energy will be uncertain. In

such a case, we could use the value 14.97ti.04 MeV, which corresponds to

the assumption of equal probability for all values of&.
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Figure 83.23

The mean energy of a secondary-proton spectrum after slowing down in a

D plasma with p = 3 g/cm3. The horizontal axis unit pX is distance from

birth position in g/cm~. For a CH plasma, the value of pX corresponding to a

given energy should be reduced by the factor 13/14 (the ratio of electrons per

unit mass for D to the value for CH). The dependence on p is weak; for

pX S 0.1, the value of pX corresponding to a given energy varies approxi-

mately as p0.07.
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Figure 83.24

Boundaries of regimes in which various measurements can give diagnostic

information about a 3-g/cm3, pure-D plasma (assuming the hot-spot model).

Note that pR refers to pl?totat for curve A, but pRfu.l for curves B and C.

(A) Measurements of Y2#Ytn and secondary-proton energy shift can be made

only in the region below these curves, which show the pRtO~~lat which

secondary protons fail to escape from the plasma (one curve each for the upper

and lower limits of the birth spectrum). (B) Measurements of Y?#t,, give

information about pRfu~tonly in the region below this curve, which shows

where primary T is ranged out completely by the fuel and where the

“saturated” regions of Fig. 83.17 are reached. Above this curve, measurement

of Y2,1 could give information about the fuel electron temperature.

(C) Measurements of Y2~Ytn give information about pRfU.tonly in the

region befow this curve, which shows where primary 3He is ranged out

completely by the fuel and where the saturated regions of Fig. 83.17 are

reached. Above this curve, measurement of Y~Pcan give information about the

fuel electron temperature (see Fig. 83.20).
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Instruments for Measuring Secondary-Proton Spectra

1. A Magnet-Based Charged-Particle Spectrometer

Two magnet-based spectrometers (CPS 1 and CPS2) are

installed on OMEGA. More information about CPS 1 and

CPS2 is available elsewhere, 16,17but the principle of operation

is illustrated in Fig. 83.25, which shows how a magnet is used

to separate protons (or other charged particles) of different

energies into different trajectories. The particles are stopped in

CR39 nuclear track detectors, which are subsequently etched

in a solution of NaOH and water, and then scanned with a

microscope. A small hole appears at the location of the track of

each individual proton. The position of a particle track gives

the particle energy directly by virtue of the trajectory followed

through the magnet. Fhal determination of an energy spectrum

involves subtracting a background noise level, which includes

neutron-induced noise and “intrinsic track noise.” The neutron

noise consists of tracks caused by protons elastically scattered

by primary fusion neutrons, either in the CR39 itself or in

surrounding materials; it scales with primary-neutron yield.

The intrinsic track noise is caused by structural defects in the

CR39, which look like particle tracks after etching; it is

independent of implosion yields. Both types of noise are

uniformly distributed on the CR39, subject to statistics.

Measuring secondary-proton spectra with CPS2 is more

difflcttlt than measuring other spectra, such as those of primary

D-3He protons,9 for two reasons: (1) CR39 is not very sensitive

to protons with energies higher than about 7 MeV, so when

‘“get\

‘okev=%asr200 keV

~ 7.6-kG magnet

600 kc;’
1.0 MeV

3.0 tieV , ~\MeV 30------
Elc098

MeV

Figure 83.25

Concept of the magnet-based charged-particle spectrometers, showing how

the magnetic field separates protons of different energies. Particles from the

target capsule pass through a collimating aperture (not shown) before enter-

ing the magnet. After leaving the magnet, they are stopped in pieces of CR39

nuclear track detectors (not shown). The positions of the detected particles

then indicate their energies by virtue of the trajectories followed.

detecting protons with higher energies it is necessary to use a

filter to range the protons down in energy just before they

impact the detector. This is not difficult for primary D-3He

protons, which are nearly monoenergetic. But for the wide

interval of incident energies associated with secondary pro-

tons, no single-filter thickness will range all protons down to

the 0.5- to 7-MeV interval for which the detector is efficient.

For this reason, a new filter whose thickness varies with

position (or, equivalently, energy) was fabricated of alumi-

num. (2) Statistical noise is a significant problem. Typical

primary D-D neutron yields in the OMEGA experiments have

been of the order of 10] 1, and the secondary-proton yield is

usually in the vicinity of 108. With a spectrometer slit width of

3 mm, a slit length of 15 mm (perpendicular to the magnet

dispersion direction), and a target-to-slit distance of 100 cm,

the maximum total number of detected protons per shot is

about 360-enough to give reasonable statistical errors for the

total yield and the mean energy, but the error bars on individual

energy bins in a spectrum will be large. In addition, the number

of background noise events that must be subtracted is compa-

rable to the number of true proton events, making the statistical

noise even worse. After dispersion by the magnet, the 360

protons are spread out over an area of about 3 cm20n the CR39,

giving 120 protons/cm2. This has to be compared with noise

that comes from intrinsic defects and from neutrons. Intrinsic

noise events generally appear at a density of the order of 50 per

cm2. Neutron-induced events occur at about one per 104

neutrons, or about 45 per cm2 on the CR39 (which is about

135 cm from the target); thus, for a single shot, the ratio of noise

events to secondary-proton events is of the order of 1.

2. Wedge-Range-Filter Spectrometers

Another new type of spectrometer, a wedge-range-filter

spectrometer (WFS), has recently been tried for the first time.

In a WFS (which will be described in detail elsewherel 8),

CR39 is again used as the particle detector, and special filters

are used to range down the proton energies so they fall within

the interval of sensitivity of the detector. The advantages of

using range-filter measurements are simplicity and the ability

to operate at lower yields by getting closer to the target. The

disadvantages are (1) the interval of incident energies that can

be detected with a single-filter thickness is not wide enough to

cover the entire secondary-proton spectrum, and (2) it is

difficult to get accurate spectral information. Secondary-pro-

ton yields have previously been estimated in this way by

counting proton tracks behind a constant-thickness filter,3-6

and Azechi et al.6 used such data to make broadband estimates

of different parts of the proton spectrum.
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To find an improved approach, we have recently performed

highly detailed calibrations of the response of CR39 to protons

of different energies (different energies result in different track

sizes) *9and calibrations of the transmission characteristics of

various filters. This information allows us to define a direct

mapping between track diameter and incident proton energy

for a given filter thickness. That mapping can be used to recon-

struct part of the incident spectrum from a histogram of track

diameters, but for each filter thickness the incident energy

interval that is most accurately reconstructed is less than

1 MeV wide. To accurately reconstruct the entire secondary-

proton spectrum, which is more than 5 MeV wide, it is

necessary to have data from many different filter thicknesses.

For this reason we use a special ranging filter with continu-

ously varying thickness, making it possible to reconstruct a

continuous spectrum over a wide energy interval. The filters

used here were machined from aluminum, with thicknesses

varying from 400 pm to 1800 pm. The fabrication tolerances

turned out to be worse than desired, and the filters were slightly

too thin. For the purposes of this first study, it was therefore

necessary to estimate the thickness error by cross-calibrating

the measured spectra with spectra acquired with the magnet-

based CPS2. This single correction parameter was then applied

to all data from WFS ‘s. More-accurate fabrication and calibra-

tion techniques will make this unnecessary in the future.

A simple estimate of statistical errors can be made, assum-

ing that a WFS is 15 cm from a capsule producing Yln = 1011

and Y2P= 108. Whh an effective area of about 3 cm2 for the bulk

of our spectrum, the number of incident protons will be about

105. These are spread out over at least 5 MeV, and at each filter

thickness only about 1/3 of the spectrum is detected, so the

number of protons actually counted is -3 x 104. This makes

intrinsic noise totally irrelevant, but the number of neutron-

induced events is -1 x 104. By restricting ourselves to an

appropriate subset of track diameters, the number of proton

events can be reduced by a factor of 2 and the number of

neutron events by a factor of 4. The ratio of noise events to

secondary-proton events is thus only -0.15, and the large

number of events guarantees very small statistical errors even

after background subtraction.

Spectrum Measurements

1. Experiments

To illustrate the measurement and interpretation of second-

ary-proton spectra with our two new types of spectrometers,

we present data from a recent series of four similar OMEGA

shots. Table 83.1 lists some basic shot parameters. The target

capsules had -14 atm of D2 fuel in 19-pm-thick CH shells with

LLE Review, Volutne 83

outer diameters of -910 pm. Each capsule was imploded by

irradiation with -22 kJ of 0.35-pm UV light applied in 60

beams for 1 ns (in a square-top pulse). The light was smoothed

by spectral dispersion (2-D SSD with 0.3-THz bandwidth20).

Primary-neutron yields Yln (measured via iridium activation)

varied from 8.1 to 9.8 x 1010, while secondary-neutron yields

Y2n (measured with a time-of-flight diagnostic or Cu activa-

tion) were in the range of 1.1 to 1.8x 108. Yield-weighted ion

temperatures were 3.2 to 3.5 keV (measured with a neutron

time-of-flight diagnostic).

CPS2 proton data were acquired by exposing one piece of

CR39 to the protons from all four shots in order to sum the

yields and minimize errors due to counting statistics. The

background noise level was determined by measuring the

number of apparent events at energies higher than the upper

energy of the secondary-proton spectrum, and this mean noise

level was subtracted from the total spectrum to give the results

shown in Fig. 83.26. Table 83.1 lists the mean energy and the

yield of this proton spectrum.

WFS data for each of the four shots were taken at a distance

of 15 cm from the target. Resultant spectra are shown in

Fig. 83.27, and measured parameters are listed in Table 83.1.

Figure 83.28 shows how the average of these spectra compares

to the spectrum from the magnet-based CPS2.

2. Measurement Uncertainties

The proton yields obtained with CPS2 or with one of the

WFS’S have measurement uncertainties due to counting statis-

tics. In addition, each measurement represents an average over

a small solid angle, and measurements made at multiple

positions during the same shot have shown that there are

angular variations in particle fluxes that substantially exceed

uncertainties due to counting statistics. This spatial variation

4X107 I [ I I 1

8 Shots 20246,48,49, & 50, averaged
=< - CPS2
~

3
7
s

n I fl

“o 5 10 15 20

E10516
Proton energy (MeV)

Figure 83.26

Spectrum of secondary protons for four shots, measured with the magnet-

based spectrometer CPS2. One typical statistical error bar is shown.
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Figure 83.27
Spectra of secondary protons for the four individual OMEGA shots, as

measured with the wedge-range-filter spectrometers (WFS’ s). One typical

statistical error bar is shown in the top plot. The statistical errors in the lower

three plots are slightly higher because only 1/3 of the available data were used.
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Figure 83.28

Comparison of the average spectrum measured with CPS2 (from Fig. 83.26)

and the average of the individual WFS-measured spectra of Fig. 83.27.

of proton flux has been noted for a wide variety of shots and

will be described in detail elsewhere. The standard deviation

within measured spatial distributions of secondary-proton

yield during individual shots tends to be in the vicinity of 20%.

This puts a fundamental limit on the accuracy of any single

yield measurement (as an indicator of total yield) and provides

motivation for using multiple detectors.

The CPS2 yield measurements are affected by counting

statistics in the measured spectra, including the subtracted

background levels. The CPS2-measured proton-yield uncer-

tainties quoted in Table 83.1 were determined by adding, in

quadrature, the statistical uncertainty (about 5%) and the

expected standard deviation due to spatial variations (20% for

a single shot, but 10% here for an average over four statis-

tically independent shots). CPS2 measurements of mean ener-

gies have an uncertainty due to counting statistics (about

0.1 MeV here) and also due to any systematic energy calibra-

tion errors. Absolute calibration is accurate to about 0.1 MeV

at 15 MeV.21 The spatial variations in particle flux mentioned

above do not seem to be accompanied by energy variations, so

the energy measurement uncertainties quoted in Table 83.1 are

obtained by adding the statistical error to the calibration

uncertainty in quadrature.

The WFS yield measurements are subject to the same 20%

uncertainty due to spatial variations. Statistical errors for these

measurements tend to be much smaller (near 1?tofor each shot),

so in Table 83.1 a 205?0uncertainty is assigned to each indi-

vidual measurement. Since there are four individual and statis-

tically independent measurements (for the four shots), the

error assigned to the shot-averaged yield is 10YO.Errors in the

measurement of mean energy are caused by counting statistics,

but these statistical errors are quite small (about 0.02 MeV for

shot 20246). The calibration error is larger, and since the

energy calibration for these preliminary measurements was

artificially tied to the calibration of the magnet-based CPS2,

we do not list errors here [this will be remedied in the future).

3. Performance of the Spectrometer Types

Overall, the secondary-proton spectra obtained with the

WFS’S have less noise than those from CPS2. Statistical errors

per shot are a factor of 10 smaller because the detector can be

closer to the target, can use a larger active area, and has a higher

ratio of true signal events to noise events. This advantage will

diminish when secondary yields increase, as they are expected

to for cryogenic targets. For current yields, the performance

benefits combine with simplicity to make this approach very

useful as a complement to the CPS’S and particularly attractive
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for studying the spectrum from many directions simulta-

neously for symmetry characteristics. 22 Theoretically, the

WFS’S should work at yields of -106 and up to -1010 (by

moving farther from the target). They will not work for yields

of 10*1 or more, unless they can be moved well outside the

target chamber, because of track overlap problems in the

CR39. This probably limits their use to secondary (and ter-

tiary) protons and, occasionally, primary protons from low-

yield D-3He shots. The primary charged products of many

other targets will have yields that are too high, and the measure-

ment of knock-on particles from DT targets, 10which is of great

interest to the ICF program, requires a separation of different

particle types (D, T, and p), which cannot be performed with

this approach. 19 These are appropriate applications for the

magnet-based CPS’S.

Interpretation of Measured Proton Spectra

1. Yield and Fuel Parameters

The measurements described above reflect properties of

compressed targets, and in this section we look at implications

Table 83.1: OMEGA shot parameters, measurements, and inferred properties.

Parameter I Shot 20246 I Shot 20248 I Shot 20249 I Shot 20250 I <20246,48,4930>

Fuel 14.2 atm D2 14.3 atm D2 14.3 atm D2 14.3 atm D2 14.3 atm D2

Shell 19pm CH 19pm CH 19pm CH 19pm CH 19,um CH

Outer Diameter 911 ,um 909 ,um 913 ,um 905 pm 909.5 pm

Laser Energy I 21.9kJ I 21.okJ I 22.lkJ I 21.9 kJ I 21.7kJ

Laser Pulse 1 ns, square 1 ns, square 1 ns, square 1 ns, square 1 ns, square

Ti (keV) 3 .2ifl.5 3 .5M.5 3.5M3.5 3.2i0.5 3.3M.5

Y,,i (Xlolo) I 9.76M.07 I 8.06KI.06 I 8.28343.06 I 9.17MI.07 I 8.82M.03

Y*,,(X107) 17.7fl.2 11 .6M.9 11.lM.9 12.41kl.O 13.lfo.5

Y*P(X107) 15 .8*3 .lAJWFS 11 .8t2.4A~ws 12.1k2.4A’ws
11.4+1 .3A’CPS2

12.1f2.4A’ws
12.9*1 .3A’WFS

CE2P> (MeV) 13.24BJWS 13.36BPWFS 13.23B’WFS
13.32MI.15CPS2

13.24B*WS
13.27B’WFS

@fuel (mg/cm2) <(1 8*2) s (15*2) < (15fi) s (14*2) < (16+1)

from Y2,1/Yl,l

p~fuel(m4m2) > ((j-kl)cps~
> (8*2)WFS 2 (7*2)WFS 2 (7*2)WFS 2 (6*2)WS

from Y2p/Yl,J > (7*1)WPS

@?tOt~l(mg/cm2) 55B, WFS 52B’ ‘Fs 56BP‘s
53?60s?

55B, WFS

from <E2P> 54B,WFS

cps2Measured with the magnet-based spectrometer CPS2.
‘FSMeasured with a “wedge-range-filter” spectrometer.

‘Statistical errors are much smaller, but a 20% uncertainty is assumed because of known spatial nonuniformities (see pg. 138).
BStatistical emors are “eV small, but systematic calibration enors have not been quantified (see pg. 138).
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for physical parameters. The measured ratios Y2,#Y1,1can be

used to estimate pllfuel, with the information in Fig. 83.17,

subject to two caveats. First, preliminary numerical simula-

tions have suggested that any mixing at the shell–fuel bound-

ary may result in an increase in secondary-neutron yield for a

given @fuel, meaning that the values in Fig. 83.17 could give

us a value of pRfuel that is too high. For this reason, we will
interpret our secondary-neutron-derived values of pRfuel as

upper limits. Second, the results are slightly dependent on

assumptions we make about temperature and density in the

fuel. We know from neutron measurements that the ion tem-

peratures are slightly higher than 3 keV, we assume the

electron temperatures are the same. The mass density can’t be

determined directly, but we will find that the maximum pos-

sible value of pRfuel for these shots is about 18 mg/cm2. This

information can be used with the capsule dimensions and fill

pressure to estimate that p is unlikely to exceed 10 g/cm3.

Inferred pRfuel increases slowly with increasing assumed p

here, so using this upper limit on density will once again give

us an upper limit on pRfuel. Since we don’t know whether the

radial profiles correspond more nearly to a uniform or hot-spot

model, we can choose the larger results of the uniform model

as an upper limit. Under these assumptions, we calculate upper

limits on pRfuel in our four individual shots of 14 to 18 mg/cm2,

as listed in Table 83.1.

The measurements of Y2$Yl,l can also be used in conjunc-

tion with Fig. 83.17 to study pRfuel. In this case, there are

reasons to interpret our results as lower limits. First, the values

of Y2+Y1,1are very close to saturation. Second, preliminary

work indicates that mixing at the shell–fuel boundary may

sometimes result in a small decrease in secondary-proton yield

for a given pRfuel, meaning that Fig. 83.17 could give us an

inferred value of pRfuel that is too low. We therefore quote

values from the hot-spot model (which gives lower numbers

than the uniform model), using again the upper limit on p of

10 g/cm3 (inferred pl?fuel decreases slowly with increased

assumed p here). The resulting lower limits for our shots fall

in the interval from 6.3 to 8 mg/cm2, as indicated in Table 83.1.

These values are very similar to values for DT-filled capsules

with similar shells and fill pressures, using CPS-measured

spectra of knock-on particles. 10

2. Energy Shift and pRtOtal

The energy shift of a measured spectrum, relative to the

birth spectrum, is due to proton slowing in both D fuel and CH

shell. Figure 83.16 shows that the proton stopping powers

normalized top are almost the same for both D and CH, and in

the vicinity of the birth energies of the protons there is little

variation with plasma temperature for Te <3 keV. In addition,

it will turn out that the shell pR dominates the total pR and that

the amount of slowing down in the fuel is small. We therefore

estimate pRtOtal from the shift in mean energy by using the

relationship for CH described in Fig. 83.23 and its caption,

together with parameters appropriate for the shell. The result

is weakly dependent on electron temperature and density in

the shell, and we assume that T, = (1*0.5) keV and p =

(2O*1O) g/cm3. These assumptions, together with the assump-

tions behind Fig. 83.23, lead to the inferred values of pRtotul

shown in Table 83.1, which are all in the vicinity of

55 mg/cmz. We note that this is similar to values measured for

D-3 He–filled capsules and DT-filled capsules with similar

shells and fill pressures.9’10

3. Future Improvements

Future data-interpretation work will involve more-detailed

analytical and numerical modeling and the utilization of more

information from proton spectra. The WFS-measured spectra

for single shots are clean enough to allow detailed comparisons

of spectrum shapes with model predictions. The important fact

is that the combination of neutron and proton measurements

provides a strong set of constraints that must be addressed in

any complete model of the physics of capsule behavior.

Conclusions

We have shown the first detailed measurements of second-

ary-proton spectra from D2-filled capsules in ICF experiments

and demonstrated that charged-particle spectrometry can be

used to provide useful diagnostic information about D2-filled

capsules in OMEGA. The energy downshift of a spectrum is

directly related to the total areal density of the capsule, and the

secondary-proton yield gives diagnostic information about

fuel parameters such as the fuel areal density (especially in

conjunction with primary- and secondary-neutron yields).

This first feasibility demonstration is particularly important

because measurement of secondary-proton spectra maybe the

only diagnostic method for studying the areal densities of

imploded, cryogenic D2 capsules if pRfuel exceeds the limit

for usefulness of secondary-neutron measurements (of the

order of 0.1 g/cm2, as shown in F@. 83.17 and 83.24). It is

expected that cryogenic, D2-filled capsules will be imploded

on OMEGA in the near future. Estimates of total areal densi-

ties, made from 1-D simulations, are as high as 0.2 to 0.3 g/cm2.

Under such circumstances, the measurement of secondary-

proton spectra will still be possible with the techniques de-

scribed here (and the increased yields will substantially decrease

the statistical errors). This can be seen in Fig. 83.24, which
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indicates the range of conditions under which the protons will

escape the capsule and be measurable.
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Comparison of a Liquid Crystal Point-Diffraction Interferometer
and a Commercial Phase-Shifting Interferometer

Introduction

Fusion-class lasers, such as OMEGA, typically require hun-

dreds, or even thousands, of high-performance optical ele-

ments ranging in diameter from several millimeters to tens of

centimeters. To obtain high irradiation uniformity required

for direct-drive ICF, it is critical that (1) the optical perfor-

mance of these elements and associated optical subsystems be

well characterized before being installed in the laser, and

(2) their high performance be maintained throughout their

lifetime in the laser system. Commercially available Fizeau

phase-shifting interferometers] with aperture sizes of between

4 and 18 in. have been used to characterize the laser beam

wavefront before optical elements are installed on OMEGA.

Although these interferometers have high sensitivity, their

expense and susceptibility of the measurement to environmen-

tal disturbance scale significantly with aperture size. Once

optical elements are installed into OMEGA, wavefront charac-

terization of OMEGA beamlines is performed at 1 = 1054 nm

with a shearing interferometer,2 but the method suffers from

(1) an inability to perform gradient measurements in more

than two directions, (2) a sensitivity to only low-order phase

errors, and (3) low spatial resolution. We have investigated the

use of a phase-shifting, point-diffraction interferometer

(PDI) both as a replacement to the shearing interferometer and

as a low-cost alternative to commercially available phase-

shifting interferometers.

The PD13’4 is an elegantly simple device that consists of a

pinhole, upon which a laser beam under testis focused, and a

region of high optical density surrounding the pinhole, which

is used to attenuate a portion of the incident beam. Light

diffracted from the pinhole generates a reference wavefront,

while light that propagates around the pinhole is the object

beam under test. Interference fringes of high contrast are

obtained by attenuating the object beam such that object and

reference beam intensities are nearly equal. A distinct advan-

tage of the PDI design is its truly common-path nature,

i.e., both object and reference beams follow the same path as

opposed to two different paths, such as in the Mach–Zehnder,

Michelson, or Fizeau interferometers.5 This attribute makes

the PDI an attractive alternative to other interferometers for

several reasons: (1) sensitivity to environmental disturbances

such as mechanical vibration, temperature fluctuations, and air

turbulence is reduced; (2) very short coherence length lasers

can be used, without the need for path-length-adjusting optics

to maintain high fringe visibility; and (3) fewer optical ele-

ments are required, reducing the size and cost of the instru-

ment. Several modifications of the PDI to incorporate the

phase-shifting technique are described in the literature;b how-

ever, the liquid crystal point-diffraction interferometer

(LCPDI), introduced by Mercer and Creath,7’8 is particularly

attractive because of its simplicity, ease of use, and low

manufacturing cost. The LCPDI maintains the advantages of

the standard PDI, while providing an ability to phase-shift the

object beam wavefront relative to the reference wavefront. It is

a modification of the PDI, where the pinhole that generates the

reference wavefront is replaced by a glass or plastic microsphere

that is embedded within a nematic liquid crystalline “host” (see

Fig. 83.29). A voltage applied to the liquid crystal (LC) cell

Aberrated Voltage source Object
wavefront

i [

}: > ‘

LCPDI

Convex lens Reference
G.$9.l.l beam

Figure 83.29

Schematic diagram of the liquid crystal point-diffraction interferometer

(LCPDI). The laser beam is focused onto an area of the device containing a

glass or plastic microsphere in the LC fluid gap that takes the place of the

pinhole in the standard point-diffraction interferometer (PDI). The portion of

the beam passing through the microsphere forms the reference wavefront of

the interferometer, and light passing around the microsphere forms the object

beam under test. Phase-shifting is accomplished through the application of an

electric field to the LCPDI, as described in Fig. 83.30.
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causes a phase shift of the object beam relative to the diffracted

reference beam by an effective refractive index change of the

LC. A “’guest” dye that is added to the liquid crystalline host

improves fringe contrast by attenuating the object beam inten-

sity. Notably, the phase-shifting LCPDI was shown by Mercer

and Rashidnia to be significantly more robust when compared

with a phase-shifting Mach–Zehnder interferometer.9

We compared a visible-wavelength LCPDI to a commer-

cially available, Mark IV XP Fizeau phase-shifting interfer-

ometer10 and found that LCPDI measurements of a witness

sample were in close agreement with measurements of the

same sample made using the commercially available interfer-

ometer. Two systematic, phase-shift error sources in the LCPDI

that contributed to measurement discrepancies were (1) an

intensity modulation from frame to frame caused by the dichro-

ism of the dyeg and, to a lesser extent, (2) molecular alignment

distortions of the host liquid’crystal around the microsphere. 11

These phase-shift errors currently produce a spatially depen-

dent accuracy in the LCPDI that, in some regions, closely

compares with the Mark IV, but departs from the Mark IV

measurements by approximately 50 nm in regions of highest

systematic error. A smaller departure of the measurement from

that of the Mark IV at”hlgher spatial frequencies was due to

interference effects caused by residual reflections between the

CCD array and the final imaging lens. By modifying LCPDI

fabrication parameters and through judicious choice of phase

acquisition and analysis methods, these systematic errors can

be significantly reduced.

LCPDI Construction

LCPDI cells were fabricated with liquid crystal Merck E7,

a eutectic composition of rodlike molecules that has a nematic

phase at room temperature. The long axes of the molecules in

the nematic phase have a preferred orientation characterized

by a unit vector called the director. A thin film of nylon or

polyimide was applied to the inner surfaces of iridium-tin oxide

(ITO)-coated glass substrates and subsequently buffed

unidirectionally, causing the director to preferentially lie in the

plane of the substrates. Long-range orientational order, which

is homogeneous and coincides with the direction of the crystal

optic axis, is thereby imparted to the molecules. The means by

which the LCPDI phase shifts is shown conceptually in

Fig. 83.30. For a homogeneously aligned nematic LC with

molecular axis parallel to the cell walls, linearly polarized light

along the long axis of the molecule in Fig. 83.30 will see

extraordinary refractive index ne. As voltage is applied to the

cell, the LC molecules will reorient, as shown. The effective

refractive index approaches the value of the ordinary refractive

LLE Review. Vohone 83

index no when the molecules in the bulk of the fluid are nearly

perpendicular to the cell walls. Cell parameters that determine

the maximum phase shift are primarily the LC birefringence

and fluid path length, assuming that the microsphere diameter

and fluid path length are equal. If the microsphere diameter is

less than the path length of the cell, phase modulation will be

less. In addition, strong anchoring of interracial LC molecules

to the cell walls prevents complete reorientation of the director

throughout the fluid path length, resulting in an effective

refractive index that is somewhat less than no.

Fluid path lengths and microsphere diameters of either 10 or ,

20~m were used, and cell gap was maintained by placement of

fiber spacers or glass microsphere at the other edges of the

cell. The use of fiber spacers instead of glass microsphere at

the corners of the device improved cell gap uniformity and

reduced wedge across the clear aperture of the LCPDI device.

Glass substrates, 2.4 cm x 2.8 cm x 1 mm thick, had inner walls

that were coated with electrically conductive ITO prior to

application of the alignment layer. We determined that in this

application polyimide alignment layers offer an advantage

over nylon layers because (1) they are more resistant to

scratches that can be produced while manipulating the

microsphere during assembly, and (2) they are easier to spin-

deposit and buff, yielding devices with higher alignment

kno

%

Liquid
crystal

G5006

Voltage 1< 2<
I

Voltage 3

Figure 83.30

An electric field applied to the LCPDI produces a controlled reorientation

of the birefringent LC molecules, thereby shifting the phase of the object

wavefront relative to the reference wavefront. Light that is polarized along

the buff direction of the cell will first see extraordinary refractive index ne,

followed by refractive index values approaching the ordinary refractive index

no as voltage is applied. Attenuation of the object beam intensity by

addtng a “guest” dye to the LC fluid “host” allows hjgh-co~trast fringes to

be obtained.
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quality and contrast. Antiparallel buffhg on opposing sub-

strate surfaces generally provided better alignment quality

than parallel-buffed surfaces. Bonding the wire leads to the

devices with conductive epoxy before rather than after filling

with LC eliminated the infiltration of air into the devices

caused by the expansion and contraction of the fluid-filled cell

during the epoxy thermal cure process. Visible-wavelength

absorbing dye, Oil Red O, at 1% wtiwt concentration, was used

for the device designed to operate at A= 543 nm and produced

an optical density of 2.1 in a 10-pm-path-length cell with no

voltage applied. The blocking extinction, or optical density

(OD), of this cell at d= 543 nm with light polarized along the

buftlng direction as a function of applied voltage is shown in

Fig. 83.31. Because of the absorption dichroism of the dye, the

OD of the cell varied between 2.1 and 0.8 as voltage was raised

from O to 6 V (rms) using a 2-kHz sine wave.

2.5 I I I I I

.-

-EJ 1.5 -

E 1.0 -.-
$ 0.5 -

0.0 1 I I I I

0246 8 10 12

Vmts (2 ~z)
Gx07

Figure 83.31

Absorbance at A= 543 nm of the LCPDI with 1% wt/wt concentration of Oil

Red O dye in the nematic E7 host LC as a funtion of voltage applied to the

device. The dichroism of the dye produces voltage-dependent changes in

fringe intensity and contrast.

Microsphere were placed in the cell using one of two

different techniques: In the first method, a large quantity of

microsphere were spin deposited onto one of the substrate

surfaces before the cell was assembled. This ensured that a

microsphere could later be found that would phase modulate

satisfactorily upon optical testing and was quite easy to do

compared with the manual deposition technique described

below. A disadvantage of this approach is the possibility of

microsphere agglomeration resulting in optical interference

from adjacent microsphere during device testing. The current

device assembly protocol calls for a single microsphere to be

placed manually in the center of the substrate using a high-

power microscope. In this method, the sphere is positioned

using a single fiber from a camel’s-hair brush. Custom assem-

bly tooling helps to keep the two substrates in registration with

each other as they are lowered to help eliminate the scratching

of the alignment coating caused by microsphere displacement

when the substrates are inadvertently sheared. We have found

that the use of glass microsphere rather than plastic ones as the

central element reduces the number of scratches in the align-

ment coating caused by movement of the central sphere during

device assembly operations. Plastic spheres also had a slightly

elliptical appearance in some cells and showed a uniaxial

conoscopic figure, likely due to stress-induced birefringence

imparted by the substrates during cell fabrication and epoxy

cure. The custom tooling used to maintain substrate registra-

tion remedied this by preventing excessive force from being

applied during the assembly operation.

Test Sample Measurements

The LCPDI cell used for these measurements had a glass

microsphere diameter and fluid gap of 10pm and was placed

in the experimental setup shown in Fig. 83.32. The 2.=543-rim

HeNe laser beam was spatially filtered and up-collimated to

slightly overfXl a 1-in. -diamf/l 6 doublet lens used to focus the

beam into the LCPDI. A Tamron SP60 300-mm telephoto

zoom lens was used to image the cavity region to the CCD

camera. The beam diameter at the focus of the doublet was

41 pm at l/e2 of peak intensity, as measured with a scanning

slit. The intensity onto the LCPDI was adjusted, and linear

polarization was maintained along the extraordinary axis of the

LC by using two polarizers placed before the spatial filter.

Fringe data were acquired through a sequence of five images,

each shifted incrementally in phase by a relative amount

7d2, and resultant phase @ computed using the five-frame
algorithmg, 1~,13

( A13 – Al,
tan(@) =

Al~ + AI~ – 2AI* )

[

~ JF+JF+2F 1JF+w ‘ ‘1)
where Ik‘bj is the kth object beam intensity distribution and

AIk = Ik – I;bj is the kth interferogram in the five-frame

sequence. Equation (1) is normalized to the intensity distribu-

tion of the object beam in order to reduce the effect of intensit y

and contrast changes caused by the dichroism of the dye, as

described by Mercer.s The object beam intensity was obtained

by moving the LCPDI a short distance laterally so that the

incident beam did not intersect the microsphere and by acquir-
ing five frames of data at the same voltages used for acquiring

interferometric phase data. Table 83.11 gives a relative com-
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parison of several different phase unwrapping algorithms that

were tested with intentionally noisy data (i.e., low-contrast

fringes with focus at the microsphere) in order to compare the

robustness of the various unwrapping algorithms. In

Table 83.11, the relative processing speed of these algorithms

is compared to a simple path-dependent, linear algorithm that

began at the edge of the CCD array and propagated unaccept-

ably large unwrapping errors throughout the array. The large

residual errors for the algorithms listed in the table are prima-

rily from unwrapping errors at the edge of the CCD array.

Although a tiled, path-dependent unwrapping algorithm that

began in the center of the array, combined with a masking

technique, produced the least phase error, the tiled algorithm

[
CCD

LCPDI

was chosen without masking because it required significantly

less processing time and had only marginally greater residual

error. Data acquisition was automated using a personal com-

puter, in-house data acquisition and analysis software, and

graphical user interface. With no test sample in the cavity

region between the collimating lens and the focusing doublet,

several focus and voltage conditions were investigated, as

described in Table 83.111. The least amount of residual phase

error in empty cavity measurements was found in the low-

voltage regime (<1 .2-V rms at 2 kHz) with 3 to 4 fringes on the

camera. Greater phase error was observed in the high-voltage

regime (3.8 to 7 V) because of the loss of fringe contrast caused

by the absorption dichroism of the dye.

Polarizers

HeNe
laser

I I /A
camera 1=1 //Uxrw //

On camera

Figure 83.32

Experimental setup used for LCPDI measurements. The inset shows interference fringes from the test sample with an MRF-polished spot.

Table 83.11: Relative comparison of different unwrapping algorithms with intentionally noisy data (low-contrast fringes). Among

the algorithms tested, the tile unwrapping algorithms showed the least number of unwrapping errors. The tile
unwrapping algorithm with a tile size of 10x 10 pixels was used for the experimental results reported.

Centered Linear, Box Mask and Linear, Tile Unwrap

Path Dependent Path Independent Tile Unwrap and Box Mask

p-v (27crad) 9.07 3.23 2.77 2.670

rms (2z rad) 0.45 0.13 0.10 0.094

Computation time (compared to standard 1:1 3:1 5:2 4:1

unwrap starting at edge of array)
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To characterize the empty cavity, two sets of ten phase

measurements were taken approximately 5 min apart, the ten

measurements averaged, and the two sets of phase averages

subtracted to give residual peak-to-valley (p–v) and rms phase

errors of 22 nm and 1.7 nm, respectively, as shown in

Fig. 83.33. The quality of the interference fringes used for the

five-frame sequence is shown in Fig. 83.33(a). As evident from

the horizontal lineout in Fig. 83.33(b), a residual amount of tilt

is present in the phase difference. With tilt removed, p–v and

rms phase errors drop to 19 nm and 1.1 nm, respectively. The

dominant phase error in Fig. 83.33(b) has a spatial period equal

to that of the interference fringes, suggesting that the effect of

the dye has not been entirely eliminated through the use of

Eq. (1). Also apparent in the phase image is an error term equal

to twice the frequency of the fringes, indicating that there is

some amount of phase-shift error related to the host LC in

addition to the dye-induced error. Because these systematic

error sources are present, their removal through subtraction of

a reference phase requires stringent control of environmental

parameters. Although air turbulence was reduced by placing a

plastic enclosure around the setup in Fig. 83.32, the setup was

not supported by an air-isolation table and was located in a

Table 83.111: Several focus and voltage conditions were investigated for the LCPDI

(a)

in empty-cavity measurements.

Focus - Close to best focus (1 to 2 fringes)

I - Intermediate focus position (3 to 4 fringes)

\ - Farfrom best focus (8 to9fringes)

I - Off center (lateral movement of the LCPDI)

I - On center (no lateral movement)

Voltage (rms at 2 kHz) – Low-voltage regime (O-1.21 V)

– High-voltage regime (3.8-7 V)

Conditions giving least residual phase erro~ intermediate focus with low-voltage regime.

(b)

—

@l f#J2

G5c09

—

—

Horizontal Iineout of Ao

A@ 10 15 20 25 30 35

Width (mm)

Figure 83.33

(a) LCPDI interference fringes obtained by phase-shifting through 2rrrad, from 0.98 V (0) to 1.21 V (2@. (b) Two empty-cavity phase images $1 and @ were

subtracted to obtain the residual phase error A@in the LCPDI. The phase-difference image reveals phase-error contribution from both dye- and host-induced

phase-shift error.
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room without strict air-handling requirements. It is expected

that more rigorous environmental standards and improve-

ments to LCPDI packaging and mounting will significantly

improve its precision. Further improvements to both accuracy

and precision of the LCPDI can be achieved through removal

or mitigation of systematic error sources, as discussed below.

A test object was next inserted into the cavity that consisted

of a 2-in. -diam x 0.25 -in. -thick fused-silica wedged window

with a central “spot” polished into the window using the

magnetorheological finishing method (MRF). 14The geometry

of the polished spot is characteristic of this technique and was

well suited for this test because of the co-existence of steep and

gradual gradient features (see Fig. 83.32). An empty-cavity

phase measurement was subtracted from the phase measure-

ment of the test object for all measurements reported here. In

contrast to the empty-cavity measurements described previ-

ously, however, acquisition of both the test object phase and

associated reference phase incorporated a n72 phase-offset

technique 12 that reduced residual phase-shift errors at twice

the fringe frequency that were apparent in initial measure-

ments of the test piece. In this method, ten phase measurements

were acquired per Eq. (1) and averaged, followed by an

additional set of ten phase measurements acquired with the

first frame of the five-frame sequence offset in phase by ti2.

Averaging the first set of ten measurements with the set of

measurements acquired with z/2 offset produced thephaseplot

shown in Fig. 83.34. This figure shows that the LCPDI results

are in close agreement with those from a 4-in. -aperture Zygo

Mark IV XP operating at A = 633 nm and located on an air-

supported table in the Center for Optics Manufacturing (COM).

The close comparison of the high gradient features on the left

of the lineout is especially notable. The large peak on the right

of the LCPDI lineout appears to approach a discrepancy of

100 nm, but it is near the edge of the aperture, where a valid

comparison cannot be made because of the absence of Mark IV

XP data. The remaining discrepancies on the right of the

lineout are attributed to the following sources: (1) Phase-shift

errors likely related to the dichroism of the dye produced an

approximately 50-nm residual phase error at the same spatial

frequency as the fringe pattern, which can be seen in the LCPDI

phase image in Fig. 83.34. (2) The high-spatial-frequency

ripple in the LCPD1 Iineout of Fig. 83.34 was caused by an

interference pattern observed during data acquisition whose

origin appeared to be multiple reflections between the zoom

lens and the CCD array. (3) To a lesser extent, alignment

distortions of the host LC molecules may also contribute

residual phase-shift error, as discussed below. As noted previ-

ously, accounting for object beam intensity changes through

LLE Review, Volume 83

the use of Eq. (1) has not completely removed the phase error

related to the absorption dichroism of the dye. The phase-offset

method, however, reduced the appearance of LC host-induced

phase-shift errors at twice the fringe frequency, although

higher-order phase-shift error not compensated using this

technique may still be present. 15 Because the dominant error

has periodicity equal to the interference fringes, the current

LCPDI device incorporating the highly dichroic Oil Red O

dye would be most useful for characterizing aberrations whose

Zemike fit is not significantly affected by the presence of

this error.

Discussion

1. Dye-Induced Measurement Error

The predominant phase error in Fig. 83.34 has a periodicity

equal to that of the interference fringes, indicating that its

most likely origin is an intensity change between phase shifts

caused by absorption dichroism of the Oil Red O dyes The

use of Eq. (1) significantly reduces the contribution of this

effect to the phase error but does not eliminate it entirely.

Equation (1) is exact provided that (1) the reference beam

LCPDI Commercial

150

$ 100
.
s 50
S
-0
g o
@

E -50

–loo
10 15 20 25 30 35

G501O Width (mm)

Figure 83.34

Phase measurements of a wedged window containing an MRF polishing spot

comparing the LCPDI to a commercial interferometer (Zygo Mark IV XP).

The LCPDI lineout matches that of the Zygo Mark IV in some areas and is

<50 nm discrepant in other areas primarily due to the absorption dlchroism

of the dye used.
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intensity remains constant with applied voltage and (2) the

object beam intensity can be accurately measured. Although

the object beam intensity is fairly well approximated using the

procedure described above, a ray-trace model has shown that

the intensity of the reference beam changes with voltage

applied to the cell. 16’17This model has also indicated that

refraction through the microsphere cannot produce sut%cient

intensity in the reference beam to obtain the experimentally

observed high fringe contrast, and diffraction must also be

considered.’7 This suggests that by measuring fringe contrast

and object-beam-intensity changes with voltage, it may be

possible to accurately account for changes in reference beam

intensity and thereby further reduce the phase error contributed

by the absorption dichroism of the dye. Nonetheless, frame-to-

frame absorbance changes in the LCPDI can be substantially

reduced through the use of either a non-dichroic dye or a

mixture of both positive and negative dichroic dyes. In

Fig. 83.35, the absorbance as a function of wavelength for two

such positive and negative dichroic dye combinations in E7 is

shown for different voltages applied to the cell. 18 Fig-

ure 83.35(a) shows that when the Oil Red O dye, having

positive dichroism, was combined with a negative dichroic

Orasol dye mixture, the OD at 543 nm in a 22-~m-path cell

changed by only 0.03 as the voltage was increased from O to

5-V rms. This result represents a factor-of-40 improvement

2

1

0

nl I I I

ioo 500 600 700

G5011
nm

Figure 83.35

Absorbance (OD) of two different dye mixtures containing both positive and

negative dichroic dye components in E7 shows very little change with applied

voltage. Such mixtures can be used to significantly reduce phase-shift error

in the LCPDI caused by the absorption dichroism of a single dye. (a) 1.3%

Orasol Red BL, 0.55?. Orasol Black RLI, + Oil Red O; (b) 1.3% Orasol

Red BL, 0.55% Orasol Black RL1 + 0.2% Sudan III, 0.38% Sudan Black B.

In each case fluid path length was 22 pm.

compared with absorbance changes observed in the cell with

the single dye component Oil Red O (compare with

Fig. 83.31). An Orasol/Sudan dye mixture in Fig. 83.35(b)

showed a change in OD of only 0.08 as voltage changed by

9-V rms. These results are summarized in Table 83. IV. We are

currently in the process of purifying the Orasol dyes in order to

reduce ionic conduction in the LC that has contributed to

hydrodynamic-induced scattering observed in devices made

with the new dye mixtures. Because the molecular structure of

the Orasol dyes is not well known, the effect of these dyes on

the long-range orientational order of the LC is currently

unknown. Other visible-wavelength dye candidates with nega-

tive absorption dichroism that are expected to minimally

perturb the liquid crystalline order parameter have also re-

cently been identified. 19 For applications at A = 1054 nm,

LCPDI’S fabricated using recently synthesized nickel dithiolene

dyes with various terminal functional groups20 also show

significantly less intensity change as a function of voltage

applied to the cell. It is anticipated that appropriate combina-

tions of purified positive and negative dichroic dyes will

substantially reduce, or even eliminate, the primary source of

systematic error in the LCPDI.

2. LC Host-Induced Measurement Error

Although the long-range orientational order of the LC is

homogeneous and planar, we have observed a distortion in the

molecular alignment locally around the microsphere that is

voltage dependent and can lead to phase-shift errors. 11This

alignment distortion is caused by a competition between an-

choring forces on the surface of the sphere, the cell walls, and

elastic forces of the LC.2 *Viewed through a polarizing micro-

scope with lOOX magnification, the liquid crystal alignment

around the microsphere has the appearance shown in

Fig. 83.36. These images are of a 10-pm-diam silica micro-

Table 83.IV: Absorbance (OD) at 543 nm.

V (rms at 2 kHz) Mixture A Mixture B
I I

o 1.854 2.13

1

3 — 2.2

5 1.823

9 — 2.21

A = 1.3% Orasol Red BL, 0.55% Orasol Black RLI, + ORO

B = 1.3% Orasol Red BL, 0.55% Orasol Black RLI

I + 0.2% Sudan III. 0.38% Sudan Black B I
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sphere within the 10-~m path cell of E7 with 1% wtiwt Oil

Red O dye used for the comparison tests described in the

previous section. The alignment perturbation has quadrupolar

symmetry, most apparent at intermediate rms voltages (2.38 V

and 3.9 V in Fig. 83.36). The buff direction of the cell can be

seen as oriented diagonally from the lower left to the upper

right of these images. Regions of director distortion that have

the appearance of large “ears” and extend outward from the

sphere in the buff direction can also be seen in these images.

This alignment distortion is enhanced in a thicker, 20-pm path

cell with 20-pm-diam glass microsphere, shown in Fig. 83.37.

In the thicker cell, the planar anchoring force of the substrate

walls has less effect in the bulk of the fluid, and the alignment

perturbation at intermediate voltages is more pronounced than

in the 10-pm path cell. The director distortion appearing as

large ears in these images again extends parallel to the buff

direction. In Figs. 83.36 and 83.37, the increased electric-field

strength encountered at higher voltages imparts sutllcient

torque to the molecules to overcome the competing surface-

anchoring forces and elastic distortions of the liquid crystal,

and the perturbation becomes less severe.

2.38 V

7.00 v

Figure 83.36

Polarizing microscope images of a 10-pm silica microsphere in 10-pm-path

E7 host showing the quadrupolar alignment perturbation of the nematic

director around the microsphere. This alignment perturbation produces a

phase-shift error in theLCPDIthatisdependentuponfocusingconditionsand
the voltage applied to the celL The quadrupolar symmetry is greatest at

intermediate voltages, gradually becoming more circular with increasing

electric-field strength. Voltage waveform was a 2-kHz sine wave.
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The structures observed in Figs. 83.36 and 83.37 are similar

to those described by other authors in the context of colloidal

suspensions in nematic solvents22’23 and inverted nematic
emulsions.21 ~24The existence of planar or normal anchoring of

the director to the sphere’s surface plays a critical role in

determining the directorfieldconfiguration around the sphere21

as does the anchoring strength.25 For strong anchoring condi-

tions, topological defects are known to form at the sphere’s

surface in addition to director distortions in the region sur-

21 With no voltage applied to the cell inrounding the sphere.
Fig. 83.37, two such surface defects can be seen at the poles of

the spheres that are diametrically opposed in a direction

orthogonal to the long-range orientational order imposed by

the substrates. We observed that altering the procedure by

which the tnicrospheres were applied to the surface of the

substrates changed the topological orientation of the defects.

In the images of Figs. 83.36 and 83.37, spheres were spin-

deposited in a high-performance liquid chromatography-grade

hexane solution onto one of the substrates, and the hexane was

allowed to evaporate before the cells were filled with liquid

crystal via capillary action. The alignment of the defects

orthogonal to the rub direction of the substrates and the

concomitant quadrupolar symmetry around the microsphere

resemble structures characteristic of weak normal anchor-

ing.25 When a manual deposition method was used without

hexane, however, the two surface defects appeared along the

rub direction, providing evidence of planar anchoring at the

surface of the sphere.21 The change in anchoring conditions is

I

0.00 v

L
..~,..,’,’..

e .. S.%.,..... ‘. . ‘.,: ...
;.%.’8. .’.. ~ . ..-“.,..

1.72 V

2.95 V

-

p
u

9.24 V

Figure 83.37

Polarizing microscope images of a 20-pm silica microsphere in 20-pm-path

E7 host. The alignment distortion is enhanced, compared with the thinner LC

cell of Fig. 83.36. Voltage waveform was the same as in Fig. 83.36
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likely related to trace impurities that remained on the surface

of the sphere after solvent evaporation since no attempt was

made to further purify the hexane prior to use.

The effect of the quadrupolar alignment around the

microsphere on a laser beam, when focussed close to the

sphere, is clearly seen in F@ 83.38. These interference fringes

were obtained by using the setup shown in Fig. 83.32, and the

small diffraction rings in Fig. 83.38 are from the final telephoto

imaging lens. No measurable amount of light was observed to

couple into the orthogonal polarization due to localized direc-

tor distortions. Because the dye molecules rotate with the

liquid crystal molecules, the dichroism of the Oil Red O dye in

this cell may also have a contributing effect on the intensity and

contrast changes observed. Focusing at a greater distance from

the sphere produced fringes where the quadrupolar symmetry

was less evident, as shown in Fig. 83.39. The loss of contrast

caused by lower dye absorption of the object beam intensity

can beclearlyseen at7.17 Vin Fig. 83.39. As in Figs. 83.36 and

83.37, the effect of director distortions on the fringes in

Figs. 83.38 and 83.39 is greatest at intermediate voltages. As

the size of the Airy disk becomes increasingly larger compared

with the size of the diffracting region, the reference wavefront

becomes increasingly spherical,s with the optimum focusing

condition for this device shown in Fig. 83.33(a).

These director distortions produce a phase-shift error that is

both spatially nonuniform and nonlinear and can contribute

significant residual phase error when the focus is placed very

close to the microsphere. We have investigated the use of

phase-shift algorithms designed for nonlinear and spatially

nonuniform phase shifts, such as described by Hibino et al. ,26

to reduce these errors in the LCPDI. As described below, a six-

frame algorithm designed to reduce the contribution of higher-

order nonlinearity in the phase shift generally did not

experimentally produce lower residual phase error than the

five-frame algorithm produced. To explore the cause of this

result, we have empirically derived a general form of the

LCPDI phase-shift error with which we have compared the

ability of each algorithm to reduce the contribution of director

distortions to the phase measurement. A comparison of the

residual phase error produced using these two algorithms in the

absence of absorption dichroism was performed by subtracting

a reference phase image created using error-free simulated

fringes from the simulated phase image generated using the

empirically derived phase-shift error.

0.00 v 0.97 v 0.00 v 0.97 v

1.03 v

+

7.17 v

●

1.03 v

<

7.17 v

●

G-w?13 Rub direction

Figure 83.38

Interference fringes obtained by focusing a 543-rim laser beam atfll 6 into the

LCPDI of Fig. 83.36, revealing the effect of director distortions having

quadrupolar symmetry.

150

G499.! Rub direction

—
Figure 83.39

Interference fringes as in Fig. 83.38, but with displaced focal position.

Quadrupolar symmetry is less evident at intermediate voltages than in

Fig. 83.38. Loss of contrast due to dichroism of the Oil Red O dye molecules

is observed at high voltage.
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Neglecting frame-to-frame intensity and contrast changes,

the intensity Z(X,Yczr) of each frame of data can be written as

I(x,y,ar) = lo(x,Y){l+7(x,Y) Cos[ar -@(x>Y)]}

for r=l,2, . . . . m, (2)

where Io(x,y) is the mean intensity, yis the interference fringe

visibility, CZris the phase shift at each discrete framer, @is the

phase of the wavefront being measured, and m is the total

number of frames. Here the phase-shift parameter ar is spa-

tially nonuniform and changes nonlinearly from frame to

frame. Following Ref. 26, &r can be given by a polynomial

expansion of the unperturbed phase-shift value ~r as

% = ~or[l + g(~or)]

[ ()
2

=CIOr l+&~(X, Y)+ E2(X, Y)~+E3(X, Y) ~

aor f’-l()]+...+&p(x,y) —
n

for r=l, 2,... m, (3)

where p (p < m-1) is the maximum order of the nonlinearity,

Sq (1 S q <p) are the error coei%cients, which can be spatially

nonuniform, and aor = 2z[r – (m + 1)/2]/n is the unperturbed

phase shift with n equal to an integer. For the five-frame

algorithm in Eq. (l), for example, m = 5, n = 4, and the

unperturbed phase shifts are therefore

aol = –7C,

aoz = –@2 ,

0,03 = o, (4)

ao4 = z/2,

U05 =n.

The offset value (m + 1)/2 was introduced in Ref. 26 for

convenience of notation and adds only a spatially uniform

piston term to the calculated phase when no phase-shift error

is introduced. In the simulation that follows, the functional

form of the phase-shift error and the starting phase value were

LLE Review. Volume 83

chosen to closely represent the experimentally observed phase-

shift error. Equation (1) can correct for linear phase-shifter

miscalibration (i.e., p = 1) that is spatially nonuniform but is

sensitive to the effect of spatial nonuniformity for higher

orders of phase-shift error. 26 The six-frame algorithm

[Eq. (39)]26 given by

tano = W(511 -612-1713 +1714 +f515 ‘SZ6) ~5)

]1 –2612 +2513 +2S14 –2615 + I(j

has greater immunity to both linear and quadratic nonlinearity

(p= 2) of the phase shift that is spatially nonuniform. For this

algorithm, the phase-shift interval is 7d3, and m = n = 6. For

both the five- and six-frame algorithms given by Eqs. (1) and

(5), respectively, the phase @was calculated using fringes

simulated with Eq. (2), where the object beam intensity in

Eq. (1) was taken as constant from frame to frame. As noted

previously, a comparison of the residual phase error from these

two algorithms was performed by subtracting a reference

phase image ~idea~,created by using error-free simulated fringes,

frOm the phase image $Peflurbed, generated USiIIg the elIIPiri-

cally derived phase-shift-error coefilcient

E(cxO,) = Hexp[–A~O,] x ~(x,Y), (6a)

where c@r is the unperturbed phase shift and the spatial

nonuniformity is given as

~(x,y)=[l-exp(-l Bx2 +CY2 1)]

{ [1exp – (Dx2 + Ey2)1’2/F G

I 1}
x sin~an-l(lCr/My)], (6b)

where A–M are constants. The phase shift used in generating

@~ert.rbedwas calculated by combining Eqs. (6) and (3):

a,= aor[l + Hexp(-Acxo,) x f(x,Y)]. (7)

Figure 83.40 shows the general form of fix,y) and the peak

value of the phase error in Eq. (7) as a function of ~r for one

set of constants A–M with A >0. The functional form of this

phase error is qualitatively similar to the director distortion

observed in Figs. 83.36 and 83.37; the interference fringes in
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Fig. 83.41, simulated using Eqs. (2) and (7) and used to obtain

@perturbed, are sirnil~ in appearance to those in Figs. S3.38 and

83.39. It is likely that some of the experimentally observed

spatial variations infringe intensity and contrast when focused

close to the microsphere can be attributed to spatially nonuni-

form absorbance caused by orientational coupling between the

dye molecules and liquid crystal molecules. We have not

attempted here to model dye-induced absorbance changes that

may affect fringe intensity and contrast. The image containing

the residual phase error is thus given as

A@= @perturbed – @ideal. (8)

By expanding the exponential term in Eq. (7) and comparing

with Eq. (3), it can be shown that the linear and quadratic error

terms are, respectively,

&*= Hf(x, y),

(9)

&2= –AHzf(x,y),

and Eq. (7) can be approximated by

a,= aor[l +&(aOr)]

for r=l, 2,..., nt, (lo)

where El(x,y) and &2(x,y) are given by Eq. (9). The ability of

this approach to determine which algorithm would experimen-

tally show better immunity to LCPDI phase-shift errors in the

(a) (b)

absence of absorption dichroism was first tested theoretical Iy

using Eq. (1O) with spatially uniform error coefficients .sl and

&2[i.e., ~(x,y) = 1]. Table 83.V compares these results with the

results of Hibino et al.26 The residual errors shown in this

table for the six-frame algorithm matched those of Ref. 26, and

this algorithm performed significantly better than the five-

frame algorithm when the quadratic phase-shift error shown in

the table was introduced. The six-frame algorithm also pro-

duced less residual phase error when the spatially nonuniform

error term given by Eq. (6b) was included in the simulated

phase plots. When the phase error was exponentially increas-

ing (i.e., S1, .52 > O), the six-frame algorithm consistently

yielded less residual error than the five-frame algorithm. When

.52<0, however, the five-frame algorithm generally yielded

less residual error. Table 83.VI gives a relative comparison of

the algorithms using spatially nonuniform El and E~given by

Eq. (9) for both positive and negative values OfE~.For the cases

when .s2<0, the sum of the phase-shift error terms in Eq. ( 10)

yields an approximation to the shape of the curve shown in

Fig. 83.40; the descriptive terms in Table 83.VI when &2<0

correspond to the different regions of this curve. Among the

curve shapes listed in Table 83. VI, the “parabola” most closely

approximates the observed LCPDI phase-shift error, and the

five-frame algorithm gave less residual phase error in this case.

Residual phase errors from both algorithms using experi-

mental fringes are compared in Table 83. VII with residual

phase errors obtained using fringes simulated with the phase

perturbation given by Eq. (7) and shown in Fig. 83.40. To avoid

unwrapping errors observed when excessive phase error is

introduced, an intermediate focusing regime that showed suf-

ficient host-induced phase error was chosen for this test. Fig-

ure 83.42(a) compares two experimental interferograms from

this series with their corresponding simulated interferograms.

As shown in Table 83.VII, the five-frame algorithm produced

lower residual rms phase error in both the experiment and the

simulation by nearly the same factor. The larger p–v errors in

~ 0.12

$ 0.08

$ 0.04
>
& 0.00 F

Figure 83.40

(a) Gray-scale image showing the spatial form of fi.t,y)

defined in the text and used in Fig. 83.42. Black corresponds

to f(x,y) = O with a maximum value ofj(,r,y) = 1. (b) Peak

value of the phase-error function c@,[exp(-A @r) f(.r,.v)l
versus r@rfor the set of constants A–Mgiven in Table 83.VI1.
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G5013

Figure 83.41

Simulatedinterferencefringescomputedusingthe empiricallyderivedform
of the LC alignment perturbation given by Eq. (7) and the two-beam
interferenceexpressiongivenbyEq. (2).The simulatedfringesaresimilarin

appearanceto the experimentalfringesin Figs. 83.38and 83.39.

the experimental results are attributed to spurious phase spikes.

The ideal phase image ~dea~ in the experimental data set was

determined from a five-term Zemike fit to the final phase

image @perturbed; the phase difference A@= ‘#Pefiurbed-~deal

is shown in Fig. 83.42(b). To reduce the contribution of dye-

induced absorbance changes, each intensity interferogram in

the experimental data set was normalized by a reference

intensity image obtained adjacent to the microsphere at the

same voltage. In both the experimental and simulated fringes,

the phase perturbation was observed to first increase, then

decrease in amplitude as the phase was shifted through the

requisite number of frames, corresponding to A = 0.37 and

H = 1.21 in Eq. (7). For the experiment, the starting phase

corresponded to a voltage close to the Frederiks transition

threshold where very little perturbation in the fringes was

Table 83.V: Peak-to-valley residual phase errors (27crad) that are
due to linear and quadratic spatially uniform phase-
shift errors for the five- and six-frame algorithms.

e, % Five-Frame Six-Frame Six-Frame*

0.1 0.0 0.0020 0.00005 0.00005

0.0 0.2 0.0265 0.0015 0.0015

0.1 0.2 0.0260 0.0025 0.0025

0.0 0.4 0.0610 0.0060 0.0060

0.1 0.4 0.0595 0.0050 0.0050

*From Table 3 of Ref. 26.

Table 83.VI: Residual phase error (27crad) produced by the five- and six-frame algorithms for different
values of the quadratic error coefficient &2.The error coefficients were multiplied by the
spatial nonuniformity j(x>) in each case before computing residual error using the values

of constants B-M indicated. The descriptive terms refer to the shape of the curve produced

by plotting the induced phase error given in Eq. (10) versus the phase shift %,.

&, ‘?2 Type Five-Frame Six-Frame

0.0833 –0.0139 Decreasing positive slope rrns 0.00490 0.00464

p-v 0.03250 0.03010

0.0833 –0.0417 Parabola rrns 0.00236 0.00313

p-v 0.01510 0.02030

0.0833 0.4629 Increasing exponential rms 0.0601 0.0280

p-v 0.2390 0.1780

0.0833 0 Linear rms 0.00642 0.00533

p-v 0.04100 0.03470

B=0.03; C=0.008; D= E=0.002; F=2; G=3; M=0.
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observed. Thus, in the simulation, a starting phase of ~r = O

was used. The superior performance of the five-frame algo-

rithm by nearly the same factor in both the simulation and the

experiment suggests that the form of the LCPDI phase-shift

error represented empirically by Eq. (7) maybe the underlying

cause of the experimentally observed discrepancy.

Generally, an algorithm with more sample frames will be

more effective in reducing measurement errors, depending

upon the type of phase-shift error addressed by the algorithm

and the type of error introduced during the measurement.

Currently a period of 2 to 3 s is required between frames to

ensure that the liquid crystal molecules have reached an

equilibrated state, thus choosing a phase-shifting algorithm

that addresses LCPDI device-specific phase-shift errors and

minimizes the number of frames required is critical. Multiple

applications of the phase-offset method can also reduce higher-

order phase-shift errors; 15however, this method is limited by

the maximum retardance that can be obtained in an LCPDI

device. This simulation and the experimental results (1) con-

firm the superior performance of the five-frame algorithm over

the six-frame algorithm for this LCPDI, even though the six-

frame algorithm was designed to address higher-order phase-

shift error, and (2) emphasize the importance of understanding

the underlying behavior of the phase-shift error in the LCPDI

in order to choose effective phase-reduction algorithms and to

optimize experimental conditions. For example, further reduc-

tion of phase errors related to the liquid crystalline host

Table 83.VII: Comparison of residuaI errors (27crad) obtained using the five- and
six-frame algorithms with both experimental and simulated
interference images. Simulated images were obtained using the
indicated values of constants A–M, corresponding to the phase
perturbation shown in Fig. 83.40.

Experiment Simulation

Five-Frame Six-Frame Five-Frame Six-Frame

p-v 0.1450 0.278 0.1001 0.1314

rms 0.0167 0.022 0.0164 0.0223

H=l.21498; A= 0.37; B= 0.06; C= 0.016; D= E= 0.002; F= G=l; M=O.

Experiment

(a)

Simulation Experiment
(b)

5-frame

Simulation

o
I

6-frame ❑*’

Figure 83.42

(a) Two interferograms from the six-frame series used in comparing five- and six-frame algorithms. For the images shown, the phase shift c@, = rr/3 and

27r/3, corresponding respectively to r = 2,3 for the six-frame algorithm. Focusing conditions were chosen so as to introduce only a moderate amount of LC host-

induced phase-shift error to avoid possible phase unwrapping errors. (b) Gray-scale images of the residual phase emor A@= @perturbed-@ideal for the five- and

six-frame algorithms. For the experimental results shown, @deal was determined by a five-term Zernike fit to the phase data. Table 83. VII gives p-v and
rms errors.
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alignment distortions may be possible by tailoring an algo-

rithm for the observed phase-shift error. In addition, operating

the device well above the Frederiks transition threshold will

reduce the alignment perturbation and thus also reduce the

measurement error, once high-contrast fringes can be main-

tained in the higher-voltage regime through the use of a dye

system without absorption dichroism. We have also begun to

investigate the use of chiraI-smectic-A LC’S in place of nem-

atic-phase LC’S because of their faster response time, high

birefringence, and gray-scale capability. 27’28 Liquid crystal

systems with a faster response time would make algorithms

with a greater number of sample frames more practical.

Summary

The liquid crystal point-diffraction interferometer is attrac-

tive in that it combines the common-path design of the PDI

with the high resolution that can be achieved through modern

phase-shifting techniques; it is also a low-cost alternative to

commercially available phase-shifting interferometers. Empty-

cavity measurements using the LCPDI designed for 543 nm

with a dye having large absorption dichroism produced re-

sidual p–v and rms phase errorsof19nm(0.0351) and 1.1 nm

(0.002 A), respectively, without using aphase-offset averaging

technique and with nonideal environmental conditions. This

suggests that LCPDI devices to be fabricated using newly

available near-IR dyes20 will satisfy the desired accuracy of

105 nm at A = 1054 nm for in-situ analysis of OMEGA

beamlines. Using the visible-wavelength LCPDI for phase

measurement of a wedged window with a polished spot yielded

results that were comparable to those of the Zygo Mark IV XP,

showing the current LCPDI to be a useful optical metrology

tool. The LCPDI measurement matched the Mark IV measure-

ment nearly exactly in some regions but was S50 nm discrepant

in other regions. This spatially dependent error had periodicity

equal to that of the interference fringes, suggesting an intensity

change from frame to frame caused by the absorption dichro-

ism of the dye as the primary cause of the discrepancy.

Additional error contributors in these measurements were

interference effects of multiple beams and LC molecular

alignment distortions around the microsphere.

The use of a non-dichroic dye or a combination of positive

and negative dichroic dyes will significantly reduce errors

related to intensity changes from frame to frame. For visible-

wavelength applications, the high absorbance necessary to

achieve high-contrast fringes has been available from com-

mercially available dyes, whereas for applications in the near-

IR, we have synthesized several dyes showing significantly

greater absorbance than can be obtained from commercial

LLE Review, Volume 83

dyes.20 Two visible-wavelength dye mixtures that combine

commercially available dyes having positive dichroism with

Orasol dyes exhibiting negative dichroism were shown to have

negligible change in absorbance over the voltage range of

interest. Synthesis by-products not removed from the Orasol

dyes may be the cause of the high ionic conduction measured

in LCPDI cells made with these components, giving rise to a

scattering texture that appeared when voltage was applied to

the device. Purification of these dye components is in process,

and it is expected that future LCPDI devices incorporating

these purified dyes or other dye candidates will produce

significantly less scatter. For wavefront analysis of OMEGA

beamlines, initial tests of LCPDI devices fabricated using the

newly synthesized near-IR dye mixtures show much less

intensity change with voltage applied to the cell than that seen

in the visible-wavelength devices, suggesting that some of

these dye components may have negative dichroism.20

Our investigation has also shown that director distortions in

the vicinity of the microsphere can affect phase-measurement

accuracy of the LCPDI and suggests that it is possible to tailor

device fabrication and experimental testing parameters to

reduce the effect of nematic director distortions on phase

measurements. Stronger anchoring in the bulk of the fluid,

achieved by using a thinner path cell, was shown to reduce the

spatial extent of the alignment distortion. Obtaining weaker

anchoring at the sphere surface will likely reduce phase-

measurement errors by eliminating topological defects and

minimizing director distortions as voltage is applied to the

cell.25 These director distortions were observed to perturb the

interference fringes when the focus was placed very close to

the microsphere, although by judicious choice of focusing

regime, the contribution of alignment distortions to the phase

error was significantly reduced. Our simulation using the

empirically derived phase-shift error suggests that phase-

measurement error due to host aiignment distortions can be

further reduced through the use of device-specific phase-

shifting algorithms, once these distortions become the domi-

nant contribution to the measurement error.

It is expected that (1) the use of dyes that eliminate absor-

bance changes during data acquisition and (2) the reduction of

acoustic vibration through the use of an air-supported table and

more rigid mounting of the device will greatly improve LCPDI

accuracy and precision, making the LCPDI a low-cost altern-

ativefor evaluation of high-performance optical elements, such

as required for OMEGA. The use of phase-shifting algorithms

and averaging methods tailored for device-specific phase-shift

errors can further improve LCPDI performance.
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Understanding the Mechanism of Glass Removal
in Magnetorheological Finishing (MRI?)

Introduction

Two magnetorheological (MR) fluids are currently in wide-

spread industrial use for the commercial manufacture of high-

precision optics using magnetorheological finishing (MRF).

One composition, which consists of cerium oxide in an aque-

ous suspension of magnetic carbonyl iron (CI) powder, has

been found appropriate for almost all soft and hard optical

glasses and low-expansion glass-ceramics. The second com-

position, which uses nanodiamond powder as the polishing

abrasive, is better suited to calcium fluoride, IR glasses, hard

single crystals (i.e., silicon and sapphire), and very hard

polycrystalline ceramics (i.e., silicon carbide).

The extension of MRFto a vast array of materials is possible

because of the unique nature of this finishing process. The

magnetic carbonyl iron particles maybe thought of as a form

of variable compliance lap that supports the nonmagnetic

polishing abrasives. Lap stiffness may be increased or de-

creased by adjusting the CI concentration and/or the magnetic

field strength.

Considerations leading to a choice of nonmagnetic polish-

ing abrasive are more complex than those encountered in

conventional pitch or pad polishing. Not only do the hardness

and chemistry of the abrasive grains need to be appropriate to

the workpiece, but the type of abrasive (median size, surface

chemistry) can have a large or small effect on the out-of-field

MR fluid rheology. Fluid properties in an MRF machine

circulation system must be held constant to realize constant

rates of material removal during polishing.

Advances have been made in understanding the mech-

anism of removal with MRF, based in part on the hardness of

the CI powder, the magnetorheological properties of the MR

fluid, and the interaction of cerium oxide or other abrasives

with the workpiece surface. This article presents the results

of recent studies, within the context of classical optical polish-

ing operations.

LLE Review Volume 83

The mechanisms of material removal important to glass

polishing have been an area of study for years. Cumbol

describes the goals of precision polishing to be to shape the

glass to within 0.1 #m of the desired form, to remove subsur-

face damage created by grinding operations, and to reduce the

peak-to-valley (p-v) roughness to less than 5 nm. While there

are several proposed mechanisms of material removal in pol-

ishing, none are widely accepted. Some authors describe

polishing in terms of small-scale fracture,2’3 while others

describe it as “plastic scratching” of a hydrated layer4 or a

tribe-chemical wear process.5 The goal of this work is to try to

use some of these existing theories to understand the mecha-

nisms of material removal in the MRF of glass.

Preston6 gave a classic theory of removal in glass polishing

that is still being studied today. He states, ”(.. the rate at which

material is removed) is proportional to the rate at which work

is done on each unit area of the glass.” Furthermore, he defines

the work done in time tas

w=p Apvt, (1)

where w = work (N ● m), p = coefficient of friction, A = area

of contact between the glass and polishing lap (m*), p =

pressure applied to the glass part (N/m2), v = relative velocity

between the lap and the part (m/s), and t= time in which work

is done (s).

The term pp is the specific traction, or drag divided by the

contact area, of the polishing lap (felt in this case) on the glass.

The expression in Eq. (1) states that the work done on the

material is proportional to the specific drag force multiplied by

the area of contact and the velocity. He continues to say that if

the specific drag force remains constant, then the removal rate

is proportional to “ . . the amount of felt that passes over

it.. this is independent of velocity, except in so far as velocity

may affect the amount of felt passing over.”6 In general,

these statements are true in MRF as well: namely, that the
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material removal scales with the drag force and is primarily

controlled by the time of contact between the abrasive and the

glass surface.

Preston’s equation is commonly written in a slightly differ-

ent form.

(2)

where dzldt = the change in height in time, or removal rate

(m/s), CP = Preston’s coefficient (mZ/N), L = total normal load

applied (N), A = area over which wear occurs (m*), and ds/dt

= velocity of the work piece relative to the tool (m/s).

The difficulty comes in defining Preston’s coefficient in

Eq. (2). The discussion above shows that a friction coefllcient

makes up part of it, but several other things are accounted for

in this coefficient. The importance of various effects that make

up Preston’s coefficient in MRF will be demonstrated here.

One of these is the chemical effects associated with the pres-

ence of water in the MR fluid. The mechanics associated with

how different abrasive types affect the removal of material in

MRF are also given. Before describing the mechanisms of

material removal in MRF, it is instructive to discuss proposed

mechanisms in other polishing processes.

Review of Mechanisms of Material Removal

Silvemail and Goetzinger7’8 summarize various factors that

are important to glass polishing. Aside from pressure and

velocity, they note that the polishing agent, liquid carrier fluid,

and polishing lap are all important. Their results show that

adding water to the slurry dramatically increases the removal

rate of a crown glass. They conclude that the improved removal

rate due to the addition of water is independent of the other

parameters in the system (e.g., abrasive concentration, pres-

sure, etc.) and that the interaction is primarily with the glass.

The results that show changes in the polishing due to lap type

are inconclusive. An increase in removal rate is seen with an

increase in cerium oxide content, showing that the concentra-

tion of the slurry is important to material removal. This effect

generally levels off at a concentration between 10 wt% and

20 wt% (approximately 1 vol% to 3 vol%). Furthermore, they

discuss how cerium oxide behaves as an excellent abrasive

while other rare earth oxides that are similar in structure are not

good abrasives. They cannot explain the increased polishing

effect of cerium oxide.

Other authors describe glass material removal in terms of

small fracture events caused by the abrasive interacting with

the glass surface. Buijs and Korpel-Van Houten2 describe

material removal of glass surfaces by abrasive particles through

an indentation fracture theory. This process is intended to

explain lapping, but a polishing process based on a similar

theory could be envisioned. Essentially they describe how the

abrasive particle acts like a Vickers indenter under a normal

load. Material removal occurs through lateral cracking of the

glass under the indenter-like abrasive. Removal rates in this

model depend on the shape of the particle and material prop-

erties of the glass (namely, elastic modulus, hardness, and

fracture toughness). While this explanation is typically used to

explain grinding and microgrinding, Lambropoulos et al.3

show that removal rates obtained with MRF correlate with the

same material properties described by Buijs and Korpel-Van

Houten. They explain the fracture occurring through mecha-

nisms other than indentation, however. Asperities on the sur-

face can be modeled as nanometer-sized cracks. The abrasive

contacts the asperity through shear and normal loads. In this

geometry, the shear load works to drive the crack, while the

normal load tends to close the crack. If the shear force is large

enough relative to the normal load, fracture of the asperity will

occur. This is different from Buijs et al. in that this mechanism

is shear driven, while their work is controlled by lateral

cracking from normal loads indenting the particle. The work of

Lambropoulos et al. is in its early stages, but it gives a plausible

explanation of how removal rates in polishing correlate with

parameters used to describe fracture.

Water’s positive impact on polishing is discussed in several

other references. If polishing is thought to consist of small

fracture events, then the effect of water can be explained by

Michalske and Bunker.9 The authors (and references) describe

how water can attack the Si-O-Si bonds at the crack tip, which

results in a reduced fracture toughness of the glass. Further-

more, the hydrolysis rate increases as the stress of the bond

increases. Consider the model proposed by Lambropoulos

et al.3 and/or Buijs et al.2Accordingto Michalske and Bunker’s

theory, the presence of the water as well as the stresses applied

by the abrasive to the glass surface would dramatically reduce

the fracture toughness of the material as well as speed up the

kinetics of the process. 9 This possibly explains why water

enhances the removal of glass in polishing.

A second, possibly related, mechanism of material removal

also involves hydration of the glass surface due to chemical

interaction between the carrier fluid (water) and the glass

surface. Cook1° describes how the water molecule breaks Si -
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O-Si bonds and how this helps to create a hydrated layer in the

glass surface. Cumbol’l 1gives a summary of Cook’s work and

extends it with a study of the chemical effects in polishing

experiments. Cook’s 10 process basically describes how the

loads applied to the surface by the abrasive promote diffusion

of water into the silica network. As the water dissociates, it

attacks the bonds within the network, weakening the structure.

This promotes bond breakage and material removal. Cerium

oxide and zirconia particles are described as having “chemical

tooth,” which promotes bonding of the abrasive to the silica.

This promotes material removal from the silica network as well

as inhibits redeposition of material back onto the surface. For

chemically inactive materials, such as diamond, removal is

said to depend on the carrier fluid’s ability to carry the removed

material away since the silica does not bond with the abrasive.

Izumitani’s theory of the mechanism of material removal is

also based on the idea of the hydrated layer.4 This hydrated

layer is caused by a chemical reaction between modifier ions

in the glass and the hydrogen ions in the water. Material

removal occurs by abrasive particles scratching away this

layer. The speed at which material is removed depends on how

quickly the hydrated Iayeris formed (chemical durability of the

glass) and the hardness of the hydrated layer as well as the

hardness and/or friability of the abrasive. He showed that a

softer abrasive that is more easily crushed but still harder than

the hydrated layer is most effective. His explanation is that the

crushing provides more particles and therefore a higher fre-

quency of scratching events. He also describes the necessary

properties of the lap used in polishing. The lap must be hard

enough to support the abrasive and transmit pressure, but soft

enough to allow the particle to embed into the polishing lap.

Evidence in the literature supports the existence of a surface

layer that is created by hydration of the surface during polish-

ing. Izumitani4 creates a hydrated layer by immersing the glass

surfaces in 0.1 N solution of HC1. Subsequent Vickers micro-

hardness tests show a reduction in microhardness of this layer

with increased immersion time. Furthermore, he shows that the

polishing rate increases as the microhardness of the hydrated

layer decreases. Yokota et al. 12 use ellipsometry to show the

existence of the hydrated layer after polishing. They demon-

strate a reduction in refractive index in a small surface layer in

glasses that are susceptible to chemical attack. The size of these

layers is of the order of tens of nanometers deep. Glasses of

interest to this work, borosilicate crown and silica, each report-

edly have hydrated layers of approximately 40 nm with the

polishing conditions studied. Maaza et al. 13use grazing-angle

neutron reflectometry (GANR) to study the hydrated layer.

LLE Review, Volume 83

They also show evidence of a hydrated layer from the polishing

process. The hydrated layer of their Borkron surfaces was

approximately 5 nm (Borkron is a special borosilicate glass

used for neutron optics applications13). It is 15 nm for the

floated face of float glass and 40 nm for the nonfloated face.

They also report on the existence of 2-rim cracks in the float

glass from the polishing process. Yokota et al.’2 describe how

some chemically resistant glasses like fused silica (FS), Vycor,

and Pyrex actually show densification of the material in these

layers. They explain this densification to be caused by high

local pressures on the glass surface due to polishing. Shorey

et aL14 provide more evidence of densification in fused silica

by comparing numerical simulations with nanoindentation

experiments. Densification apparently depends on the state of

stress from both normal and shear loading.

Kalle#’15 describes a process he refers to as a tribe-chemi-

cal friction wear process. According to Kaller, the abrasive

should be softer than the surface being polished, and the most

important property of a polishing agent is its ability to “grip”

the surface. He states that the most effective polishing abra-

sives (mostly cerium oxide andiron oxide) have a large number

of lattice defects produced during manufacture, and it is the

presence of these defects that promotes the gripping of the

abrasive to the surface. He describes three steps: The first is

intimate contact between polishing grains and the glass sur-

face. This coupled with friction orshearforces promotes lattice

deformation and partial removal of surface layers of the

abrasive grain. Second, removal of these surface layers ex-

poses ionic vacancies in the lattice, which bond with the glass.

Finally, the continued motion of the polishing wheel produces

continuous removal of glass. He continues his discussion to

address how manufacturing methods can produce more, or

fewer, lattice defects, as well as determine the primary crystal-

lite size. Important additional lattice defects arecreated through

(1) valance change of the oxide,(2) incorporation of metal ions

or molecules into the lattice, and (3) quenching. Finally, he

discusses how careful control of processing allows control of

crystallite size, number of defects, and rubbing resistance. For

a given process a particle could be manufactured with the

appropriate number of lattice defects so that the abrasion

resistance matches the process for which it is intended. In other

words, a cerium oxide particle can be produced that will

provide a low rubbing resistance (soft particle), which means

low removal, but a high precision surface. A (hard) cerium

oxide particle could also be produced to provide a high rubbing

stress, which would give higher removal, but less precise

(rougher) surfaces. He states that the first abrasive would be

used in low shear to be most effective, but that the second one
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would increase its effectiveness at very high shear, presumably

due to the exposure of new lattice defects. His only discussion

of a hydrated layer is to say that experiments that were

supposed to prove the existence of the hydrated layer did not.

To explain other observations of a densified surface layer

resulting from the pressure of polishing, Kaller claims evi-

dence for nanometer-scale abrasive particles left on or in the

surface after polishing. He refutes the idea of a smallest-size

limit in milling of abrasives.

Kaller’s ideas are at least partially supported by Kirk and

Wood. *6In their paper, they describe the calcination of cerium

oxide sol-gels and show evidence of significant changes in the

crystallography due to calcination temperature. Before calci-

nation, the particles are loosely bonded and of the order of 5 to

10 nm in size. After calcination at 850”C for 1800 s, the

crystallite size increases to about 60 to 80 nm, and they become

strongly bonded together. Furthermore, they show that the

{11 1}-type planes grow faster than {200} planes at elevated

temperatures. The {11 1} planes have a higher atom density

than the {200 } planes, which means that more cerium atoms

are exposed. The hypothesis is that this explains the increased

polishing efficiency of properly calcined cerium oxide.

Several views on the roles of the various constituents in the

polishing process clearly exist. Water plays a major role in

glass polishing. It is not clear whether this is due to the reduced

fracture toughness at the glass surface or a softening due to

chemical attack of the silica network. Actually, each process

description is similar, and there maybe two ways of saying the

same thing. The type of abrasive is also important. The wide

acceptance of cerium oxide in glass polishing is explained to be

due to its chemical tooth, which could be explained by Kaller’s

lattice defect theory. Also, both Izumitani4 and Kalle# show

that it is possible to polish hard materials with relatively soft

abrasives; however, hard materials such as diamond can also

be used. The relative effectiveness of an abrasive is not solely

due to its hardness.

Much of this discussion is as appropriate for MRF as it is for

the more common pitch or pad polishing. The ability of

abrasives softer than the glass to polish, even in the absence of

water, will be shown. Furthermore, without water, abrasives

harder than the glass surface have difficulty maintaining con-

tact with the surface and actually have a lower material

removal rate than the softer abrasive. This will be explained the

same way Preston did for Eq. (1); namely, removal rate is

proportional to how long the abrasive is in contact with the

glass surface. The importance of water in MRF and how it

allows abrasives to more easily abrade material away from the

surface will be shown. Finally, the interactions of different

abrasives with the glass surface are demonstrated. An increase

in abrasive concentration increases the time the abrasives are

in contact with the glass surface. This results in increased

removal. The hypothesis that cerium oxide grips the glass

better and that this leads to an increase in measured drag force

under identical experimental conditions as aluminum oxide

and diamond is experimentally substantiated, Diamond drasti-

cally reduces drag but gives an increased removal rate.

Overview of MRF

Several references describe the evolution of MRF in recent

years. ‘7–19 This process utilizes magnetic particles, nonmag-

netic polishing abrasives in either an aqueous or nonaqueous

carrier fluid, and a magnetic field to polish materials. The

“standard” MR fluid consists of 36 vol% of carbonyl iron (Cl)

as the magnetic component and 6 vol% of cerium oxide as the

abrasive with the balance made up of de-ionized (DI) water and

fluid stabilizers. 19,20 Figure 83.43 shows an SEM and size

distributions of particles after being used in MRF for one week.

The dark spherical particles are the magnetic CI and have a

median particle size of 4.5 pm. The lighter, small particles are

the nonmagnetic abrasive, which in this case is cerium oxide.

The cerium oxide starts with a median size of 3.5 pm with a

fairly broad distribution. The SEM shows several significantly

smaller particles that are likely due to milling of the abrasives

during use. Proper manipulation and control of the MR fluid

allows MRF to successfully polish a wide variety of materials

with commercially viable removal rates. 18’19Removal rates

obtained with the standard MR fluid vary from about 2,um/min

for a hard silica glass like fused silica to more than 9 ,um/min

for a soft laser glass like LHG8. 17

The primary concern of this work is to study how MRF

polishes glass. Figure 83.44(a) shows a photo of an MRF

machine with a vertical wheel [schematic of this machine

shown in Fig. 83.44(b)]. MR fluid is pumped from the fluid

conditioner (1) up to the nozzle (2), where it is ejected onto the

rotating vertical wheel as a ribbon. The wheel shape is that of

a portion of a 150-mm-diam sphere. At the initial point of

contact, the MR fluid is a viscous fluid with the approximate

consistency of honey (viscosity = 0.5 Pa*s, yield stress

= OkPa). The rotation of the wheel drags the fluid under the part

in region (3), where it is acted upon by the magnetic field. The

MR fluid ribbon flows through the converging gap between the

lens and the wheel. The magnetic field stiffens the ribbon in

this region, giving it the approximate consistency of clay (yield

stress = 10 kPa). Significant forces are created by the interac-
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Figure 83.43

SEM of particles and their initial size

distributions after one week of use in

MRF. The dark spherical particles are the

hard magnetic carbonyl iron particles.
They have a median size of 4.5 #m. The

smaller, light particles are the cenum ox-

ide abrasives. They initially have a broad

size distribution with a median particle

size of 3.5 #m. The large amount of small

particles in the SEM suggests that milling

of the cerium oxide occurs during use.

& Lens

oPump

—

Figure 83.44

The setup used in MRF with a vertical wheel. (a) A photo of an actual MRF machine. (b) A schematic of the MRF machine. Fluid is pumped from the condkioner

at (1) to the nozzle at (2) onto the rotating wheel. The wheel carries the fluid between the part and wheel into the magnetic field at (3), where the field causes

it to stiffen. Hydrodynamic flow in this region causes stresses sufficient to cause removal to occur. The wheel continues to carry the fluid outside of the field

region, where it is removed from the wheel at (4). This fluid is again pumped to the conditioner to complete the circuit. (c) Cross-sectional view showing the

relative orientation of the 150-mm-diam spherical MRF wheel, pole pieces, and part. Field lines in the polishing zone are schematically y shown.
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EC Design Analysis Report 910683 jB

I= ~(d~uter -d$ner) = :(84.644 -214) = 2.51 X106 im4,

g = 386.4 in/sec2,

L = height of cask = 181.21 in., and

w = weight per in. length= 114,200/181.21 = 630 lb/in.

As can be seen from Specification WHC-S-411O, Fig. 5, Response Spectra -

0.25 g Safe-Shutdown Earthquake for Existing Reactors, the horizontal dynamic

amplification factor for the ISC (natural frequency of 38 Hz) is 1.0.

The natural frequency of the ISC for vertical ground motion is calculated
by modeling the ISC as a shaft fixed at the its base and free at the other end. The
fundamental natural frequency of the ISC is calculated as follows (Roark and
Young, Formulas of Stress and Strain, 5th Edition, Table 36, Case 7b):

“=a5=%5’2802:::;3864=13
where

fl= first natural frequency,

K1 = 1.57,

E = Modulus of Elasticity = 57,000 f ~s = 57,000X (3,000)0”5=3. 12X 106psi,

A= ~(d~Uter - d~ner) = :(84.642 -212) = 5,280 i~.2,

g = 386.4 in/sec2/

L = height of cask = 181.21 in., and

w = weight per length= 114,200/181.21 = 630 lb/in.

As can be seen from WHC-S-411O, Fig. 5, Response Spectra, the vertical
dynamic amplification factor for the ISC (natural frequency of 140 Hz) is 1.0.

Therefore, the ISC acts as a rigid body with a dynamic amplification factor
of 1.0.
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The margin of safety (M.S.) against overturning is computed as follows:

M.S. = Restoring Moment/Overturning Moment -1,

Restoring Moment = (W - SV) x B/2,

Overturning Moment = SH x H/2,

SV = vertical seismic load= W x Av,

AV = vertical seismic acceleration,

SH = horizontal seismic load= W x AH,

AH =horizontal seismic acceleration,

W = ISC weight,

B =70 in., and

H = 181.2 in.
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Figure 83.47

Dynamic yield stress measured on the magnetorheometer for the MR fluids

used in removal experiments. Measurements were taken in the polishing

configuration, 0.5-mm gap and 3.33-rpm cup speed at fields with a flux

density of 200 kA/m and 250 kA/m. The yield stress is approximately 15 kPa

at 20t) kA/m and 20 kPa at 250 M/m for the fluids between 40% and 45% CI
concentration—the region of interest for these experiments. This data is for

a variety of CI types, both with and without abrasives. The type of CI and

presence of abrasives in this low loading have no effect on the dynamic yield

stress of the MR fluid. Solid lines have been added only to aid the eye.

The flow of an MR fluid between the part surface and wheel

is complicated. The yield stress does not give a full represen-

tation of the forces applied to the part by the fluid during

removal. z2’23Because of this, the pressure and the total drag

force applied to the part by the fluid are measured as well. A

pressure-sensing pad32 is used to measure the pressure distri-

bution applied to the part by the MR fluid. Measurements are

taken by adhering the sensor to the part surface and lowering

it into the MR fluid ribbon.

The drag force is measured using a linear translation stage,33

a sapphire flat, and a 5-lb (= 22.2 N) load cell.34 The inter-

action between the sapphire flat and the MR fluid forces the

linear stage in the direction of flow. The linear stage, free to

move horizontally, is driven into the load cell with a force equal

to the drag force applied by the MR fluid. Drag force measure-

ments are taken with the part at a depth of 0.5 mm into the

MR fluid for experiments with nonaqueous MR fluids and a

1.O-mm depth with aqueous MR fluids (drag force measure-

ments reported later for aqueous MR fluids without abrasives

were done at both 0.5-mm and 1.O-mm depths). While this does

not allow a direct comparison between pressure and drag

measurements, it is sufficient for an evaluation of the relative

performance of each fluid where the pressure and drag force

are considered separately.

To fully understand mechanisms of material removal in

MRF, the roles of the various constituents of the MR fluid need

to be separated and evaluated. In previous work, we described

how the nanohardness (Hnano) of the magnetic carbonyl iron

(CI) and nonmagnetic polishing abrasives could be determined

through novel nanoindentation techniques.35,36 These results

were used to conduct initial screening experiments on the

importance of ( 1) the nanohardness of the CI in nonaqueous

MR fluids without abrasives and (2) the effect of gradually

adding DI water to the MR fluid and how the DI water changed

abrasive interactions with the glass surface.36 It was found that

in nonaqueous MR fluids, CI that was softer than the glass

surface slowly abraded material but did not penetrate the glass

surface. Harder CI penetrated the glass surface. Adding DI

water turned on chemistry and changed the way hard particles

were seen to interact with the glass surface, due to the evolution

of a hydrated or underdense (corroded) layer that enhanced

rates of material removal. Removal rates were related to the

mechanical properties of the CI and the glass. Surface mor-

phologies resulting from abrasive/part interaction were con-

sistent for three different glass types: BK7, LHG8, and FS.

Mechanisms of Removal in MRF

The work described in this section is based upon our

previous screening studies. Aqueous MR fluids are used to

remove material from a fused-silica (FS)37 surface. These

MR fluids are made up separately of hard CI (Hnano =

11.7*0.8 GPa), soft CI (Hnano = 2.2tl.O GPa), and varying

amounts of nonmagnetic polishing nano-abrasives (cerium

oxide, aluminum oxide, and diamond). Variations in the mate-

rial removal of FS (Hnano = 9.9~0. 1 GPa) are monitored as a

function of abrasive type and amount.

To study the effects of DI water in polishing requires a

carrier fluid that suppresses the chemical effects. A dicarboxy -

lic acid ester (DAE) has a density of 1.189 g/ml at 20°C38 and

a viscosity of 2.85 cps at 23”C,39 which is similar to the densit y

and viscosity of water, 0.982 g/ml and 1.0 cps, respectively.38

This allows the nonaqueous DAE-based MR fluid to have a

solids loading and rheology similar to the aqueous MR fluid.

Another advantage of the DAE is that water is soluble up to

8.3 wt% (= 7 vol%), which makes it possible to study the

chemical effects of water incrementally. Removal rates of BK7

glass were shown to increase exponentially with water concen-

tration in this range (see Ref. 40).

The nine MR fluids studied here are summarized in

Table 83. VIII. MR fluids 1 through 5 are made up with a carrier

fluid and CI only. MR fluid 1 has 40 vol% soft CI and

60 vol% DAE; MR fluid 2 contains 40 vol% of the hard CI and

60 vol% DAE. MR fluid 3 is the same as MR fluid2, except
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that 1 vol% DI water is added to the composition. MR fluids 4

and 5 are the same as MR fluids 1 and 2 except that MR fluids

4 (soft CI) and 5 (hard CI) utilize an aqueous carrier fluid (made

up of DI water and <1 vol% of stabilizing agents).

1. Removal Experiments Without Polishing Abrasives

Each MR fluid was used on the STM to put a removal spot

on a 50-mm-diam FS surface initially polished flat to within

1/421 and 0.9k0. l-rim rms roughness.30 Normal stresses were

measured as previously described. The peak pressure was

found to be 129*4 kpa for all tests. The drag force was

measured at a 0.5-mm gap and found to be 0.6*0.2 N. This

0.2-N variation is measured within three repetitions of a single

experiment and is due to the resolution of the cell. Removal

rates were determined interferometrically as described on

p. 162. Stated removal rates are the peak removal rate for a

single spot. Removal rates under identical conditions in MRF

have been found to be repeatable to within 2.5% error.23

The results of this study are shown in Fig. 83.48. The areal

rms roughness is plotted against the peak removal rate with the

profilometer maps30 given. The number on each profilometer

map corresponds with the MR fluid number of the experiment,

and the arrow gives the flow direction of the MR fluid. MR

fluid 1, with soft CI, gives a low removal rate of 0.003 prdmin

and a relatively low roughness (2.3+0.1 nm) and leaves faint

grooves in the direction of flow. No sleeks are apparent (sleeks

are defined as the pit-like features with comet tails). The

removal rate is still low for MR fluid 2 (0.004 #m/min) but the

areal rms roughness increases to 22.6* 1.7 nm. Large numbers

of pits and sleeks are seen as a result of the hard CI. The effect

of adding a small amount of water to MR fluid 2 is shown with

the result for MR fluid 3. The removal rate increases 2.5x to

0.010 prrdmin, and the areal roughness drops to 7.(M1.0 nm

rms. Also, the numbers of sleeks is reduced, and they tend to

become longer scratches. Using MR fluids 4 and 5 for removal

experiments further emphasizes the effect of the DI water. The

removal rate increases from 0.01 prdmin (MR fluid 3) to

0.23 prrdmin for MR fluid 4 and 0.14 pm/min for MR fluid 5.

The 0.25-mm x0.35-mm areal rms roughness values for these

two aqueous MR fluids are greatly reduced (0.8*0.2 nm for

MR fluid 4, and 1.3i-O.3 forMR fluid 5). Also, the profilometer

scans clearly indicate many fewer sleeks than for the nonaque-

ous MR fluids. It is interesting to note that the soft CI-based

MR fluid 4 actually has a higher removal rate than the hard CI-

based MR fluid 5. Otherwise, the presence of the DI water

significantly diminishes the effect of the CI particle hardness

in these experiments. Atomic force microscope images over

5-pm x 5-pm areas show no significant differences in the FS

surface for removal experiments with MR fluids 4 or 5.

Table 83.VIII: Summary of the MR fluids used for material removal experiments.

MR Fluid Number Vol% CI ~CI Nanohmdness DAE *Water Abrasive Type

(Gpa) (Vol%) (Vol%) (Amount, Vol%)

1 40 2.2*1 .() 60 0 None

2 40 11.7N.8 60 0 None

3 40 11.7M1.8 59 1 None

4 40 2.2il .0 0 60 None

5 40 11.73fl.8 o 60 None

6 40-45 11.7MI.8 o Balance Cerium oxide

(o-1 .0)

7 40-45 11.7M1.8 o Balance Aluminum oxide

(o-1 .0)

8 40-45 11.7M.8 o Balance Diamond (0-0.1)

9 40-45 2.2tl .0 0 Balance Cerium oxide

(o-1 .0)

*Aqueous MR fluids contain DI water and <1 vol% fluid stabilizers.
~Hardness measured with nanoindentation at 1 and 5 mN; FS nanohardness is 9.9M.I Gpa at these loads.3536
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2. Removal Experiments with 40 vol% to 45 vol% CI

and Nonmagnetic Nano-Abrasives

Table 83.VIII also lists the composition information forMR

fluids 6 through 9. The same hard and soft CIpowders that were

used in the previous experiments are used here. Table 83.1X

summarizes the properties of three different types of nonmag-

netic abrasives used in combination with the CI’S. These

abrasives are nano-cerium oxide,41 nano-aluminum oxide,42

and nano-polycrystalline diamonds.43 The cerium oxide and

aluminum oxide abrasives are described in the product litera-

ture~ as loosely bound agglomerates approximately 10 pm in

size. It should be possible to disperse them down to agglomer-

ates of a few hundred nanometers with moderate milling.

Cerium oxide from an MR fluid was recently sized after being

used in the STM. The mean diameter of the cerittm oxide used

for 10 days was found to be 0.125 pm and that used for only

2 h was >0.3 pm.45 The milling that occurs in the STM among

these particles and the CI breaks up any loose agglomerates.

The stated primary particle sizes are 37 nm for the alumina and

11 nm for the cerium oxide.”’46 The polycrystalline diamonds

have a particle size of about 0.125 pm and are made up of

crystals approximately 10 nm in size.47 The advantage of using

these nanoabrasives is that their particle sizes are similar, and

they can be introduced in small quantities to the aqueous MR

fluid without causing large changes in MR fluid rheology.

Notice from Table 83.VIII that the cerium oxide and alumi-

num oxide are added in concentrations ranging from Ovol~o to

1.0 vol%, while the diamonds are added in a volume loading up

to only 0.1 VOIYO.This is due to the fact that the diamonds have

an immediate and dramatic effect, whereas the other, softer

abrasives have a more gradual effect. Also, due to the high cost

of diamonds (= $10/gram versus= $0.10/gram for cerium
oxide), their addition into the MR fluid was halted as soon as

Figure 83.48

Area] (0.25-mm x 0.35-mm) rms roughness versus

peak removal rate on FS for MR fluids I through 5.

The soft CI (MR fluid 1) is able to remove material at

a very low rate in the absence of the chemical effects

of water, but does not pit the surface. The hard CI

without water (MR fluid 2) gives low removal and

high roughness as the hard CI leaves pits and sleeks

in the softer FS surface. The addition of I VO1%DI

water to MR fluid 3 decreases the number of sleeks,

which results in a decrease in roughness, and in-

creases removal rate. Fully aqueous MR fluids 4 and

5 show a decrease in pits and sleeks, decrease in
1.0 roughness, and dramatic increase in removal rate.

the removal rate appeared to be unaffected by the addition of

more diamonds. The difference in the performance of these

abrasives is found to be significant even in the small volume

loadings given here.

The next step in these experiments is to gradually add the

nonmagnetic abrasives into the MR fluid. Figure 83.49 shows

the removal rate for FS as a function of cerium oxide concen-

tration for experiments done with MR fluid 6 at a 45 vol% hard

CI concentration. The 5-~m x 5-pm AFM scans representative

of the FS surface at a given concentration of cerium oxide and

their cross-sectional profiles are also given in this figure. The

15-nm scale length given in Fig. 83.49 (and Fig. 83.50) is

appropriate for each profile in the figure. The AFM scans are

shown because their lateral resolution (approximately 20 nm)

allows for better characterization of an abrasive’s performance

than the 0.25-mm x 0.35-mm profilometer maps do (lateral

resolution = 1.1 #m). The white arrows in these AFM scans

indicate the direction of flow. The removal rate increases from

0.62 pm/min with no cerium oxide to 0.94 ~m/min with only

0.05 vol% cerium oxide. Distinct scratches caused by the small

amount of cerium oxide in the MR fluid become apparent. The

removal rate climbs to 3.01 prn/min when the cerium oxide

concentration is increased 10x to 0.5 vol% cerium oxide. The

removal rate increases further, to 3.51 ~rn/min, as the cerium

oxide concentration is increased to 1.0 V01910.The areal rms is

0.9+0. 1 nm for the scans in this figure. It is clear that not only

does the cerium oxide become responsible for material re-

moval but also a change in the surface morphology becomes

apparent. These scans give more evidence that cerium oxide

moves into the layer between the CI and the glass surface and

becomes the primary agent for material removal. When cerium

oxide is added to the MR fluid, the CI particle is no longer a

primary abrasive. The increase in the number of polishing
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grooves or scratches caused by the increase in nonmagnetic for these experiments. The lowest removal rate here (0.62 prrt/

abrasive concentration is seen for all three types of nonmag- min) is for the MR fluid without nonmagnetic abrasives. When

netic abrasives. 1.0 vol% aluminum oxide is added, the removal rate increases

to 1.0 ,m-n/min. Removal rates are even higher for the other

Additional information can be gained by considering the nonmagnetic abrasives: 3.51 pt-dmin for 1.0 vol% cerium

differences in morphology of the FS surfaces for the different oxide, and 4.66 @rein for 0.1 VOI?ZOdiamond. An examina-

abrasives used in polishing. Figure 83.50 shows the removal tion of the 5-pm x 5-,um AFM maps in Fig. 83.50 shows

rates from experiments using the MR fluids with 45 VOI’%0hard differences in how these three nonmagnetic abrasives interact

CI and the maximum loading of the three nano-abrasives used with the glass surface. The scan for the MR fluid with 45 V0170

Table 83.1X: Summary of particle size information for the nano-abrasives used.

Primary Particle Size Aggregate Size Agglomerate Size

(rim) (,um) (.um)

G51

I CeriumOxide I 11 I 1.5 \ 3.o I

Alumina 37 0.3 N/A

Diamond 10 0.125 N/A
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Figure 83.49

Removal rate versus concentration of ceritrm oxide

for experiments using MR fluid 6 (each MR fluid

contained 45 VOIYOhard CI and the aqueous carrier

fluid). The removal rate increases with cerium oxide

concentration, leveling off at about 3 pru/min. The

inset AFM scans and accompanying profiles show

evolution of the morphology of the FS surface as the

abrasive is added. The cerium oxide moves to the

interface between the CI and the glass to control

removal. The 15-rim scale applies to all profile plots.

Figure 83.50

Removal rate as a function of abtasive type for MR

fluids with 45 VOI% hard CI and the maximum

amount of abrasive used during these experiments

(only up to 0.1 vol% diamond was used due to its

high cost and high removal rates). The three abra-

sive types affect removal rates to varying degrees

due to differences in how each interacts with the FS

surface. Aluminum oxide gives deep (= 4 nm) dis-

continuous grooves; cerium oxide gives shallower

(=1 to z inn), continuous grooves; and diamond
givesdeep (=4 nm) continuous grooves in the direc-

tion of flow. Characteristics of the polishing grooves

help explain differences in removal rates for the

three types of nano-abrasives.
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hard CI without nonmagnetic abrasives is the same scan shown

in Fig. 83.49. It has an areal rms of 0.8 nm. The aluminum oxide
does not appear to continuously scratch the surface; instead,

there appear to be several small discontinuous scratches at the

FS surface. This leads to the lowest removal rates for the MR

fluids containing nonmagnetic abrasives and an areal rms

roughness of 1.2 nm. The cerium oxide gives wide, continuous

scratches over the scanned region and an rms roughness of

0.9 nm. Finally, the diamond gives distinct narrow, continuous

scratches along the direction of flow. The areal rms roughness

for this scan is 1.4 nm. More differences in the behaviors of the

abrasives are observed and are discussed below.

Differences in the Mechanics of Removal for Aqueous

MR Fluids

Figure 83.51 shows the removal rate for MR fluids made up

of 45 vol% hard CI and increasing amounts of nonmagnetic

abrasives. Small amounts of diamond cause dramatic increases

in removal rates. Cerium oxide increases removal to a lesser
degree, and the aluminum oxide increases removal to an even

lesser degree. These removal rates tend to level off at higher

nonmagnetic abrasive concentrations. A certain minimum

amount of nonmagnetic abrasive is needed to maximize the

effectiveness, but there is a point where the addition of more

abrasive has little or no effect on the removal rate. This has

been shown to be true in more conventional polishing methods

as well. Izumitani4 showed a maximum in polishing eftlciency

of BK7 glass at about 1.5 vol% (10 wt%) cerium oxide. It is not

clear whether this polishing was done on pitch or on a polyure-
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Figure 83.51

Removal rate versus VOI% abrasive for 45 VO170bard CI and the aqueous

carrier fluid. The diamonds are shown to have an immediate impact, dramati-

cally increasing removal with less than 0.1 VO19Z0concentration. The cerium

oxide gradually increases removal. The aluminum oxide proves ineffective at

increasing removal rates.

thane lap. Silvernail and Goetzinger8 show similar behavior on

felt and Pellon laps. Their result depends on the applied pres-

sure, but most of their removal rates level off above 1.5 vol%

cerium oxide. Presumably this means that once the contact zone

between the CI and the glass surface is saturated with nonmag-

netic abrasive, further addition of abrasives is unnecessary.

The reason for the relative effectiveness of each particle

type is not clear, but these results do agree with AFM measure-

ments as well as with the experiments with nonaqueous MR

fluids. The cerium oxide grooves are approximately 1 nm to

2 nm deep, whereas the aluminum oxide and diamond grooves

are approximately 4 nm deep.40 The diamonds, the hardest

particles, exhibit distinct continuous scratches, which leads to
high removal rates. The cerium oxide also scratches the mate-

rial in a continuous manner, but the scratches are less severe,

which leads to an intermediate removal rate. The lowest

removal rate is for the aluminum oxide particles, even though

they give features deeper than those from cerium oxide and as

deep as those from diamond. The scratches associated with

these aluminum oxide particles are discontinuous. The relative

hardness values of the aluminum oxide and cerium oxide

particles are not known because these particles are too small

for nanoindentation experiments. Nanohardness tests done in

a previous work35 showed that it is possible for an aluminum

oxide particle to be either very much harder than a cerium

oxide particle or of comparable hardness. Even if the relative

hardness values are not known, however, differences in re-

moval rates should not be surprising after viewing the AFM

scans. The continuity of contact between the abrasives and

glass surface is important for high removal rates.6 The dia-

mond and cerium oxide have this continuous contact while the

aluminum oxide does not. The previous study36 with the

nonaqueous MR fluids without nonmagnetic abrasives (MR

fluids 1 and 2) gave a similar result. The soft CI removed

material from BK7 and LHG8 more efficiently than the hard

CI. This trend changed somewhat when FS was used, probably

because removal rates were so low and the hardness of FS is

nearly the same as the hard CI. The proposed phenomenologi-

cal explanation was that the soft CI could not penetrate the

surface and was able to maintain contact with a shallow surface

layer. The hard CI gave sleeks and pits and seemed to “skip”

along the surface, causing discontinuity of contact between the

abrasive and the glass surface. The reduced removal rate for

aluminum oxide caused by discontinuity of abrasive/glass

contact is consistent with these results. This may also be a

partial explanation as to why Kaller15 recommends abrasives

that are softer than the bulk material and Izumitani4 recom-

mends abrasives with the same hardness of the hydrated layer.
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Several references support these relative removal rates. The

aqueous MR fluids have an approximate pH of 9. In Ref. 10

Cook analyzes work from others that shows cerium oxide is a

much more efficient polisher than aluminum oxide in the pH

range of 7 to 9. Cumbo 11shows that cerittm oxide has a higher

removal rate on FS than aluminum oxide on FS at pH 10. Kaller

and Cook give possible explanations for the effectiveness of

cerium oxide. Kaller15 explains that lattice defects in cerium

oxide crystals allow cerium oxide to grip the material better

and therefore enhance removal rates. Cook’s 10explanation is

that the near neutral charge on the cerium oxide surface at this

pH improves its ion exchange ability. The increased removal

rate for diamond could be due to similar reasons. Its high

hardness gives an explanation for the deep, distinct polishing

grooves. The continuous contact maintained by the diamond

could be explained by the fact that these diamonds are created

by an explosion process,47 which would likely result in many

lattice defects. Kaller’s explanation for cerium oxide provides

support for the efficient removal seen with the MR fluids with

diamond abrasives.

Figure 83.52 shows the removal rate as a function of CI

concentration at the maximum nonmagnetic abrasive concen-

trations for the three abrasives used during these experiments.

Notice that the data for MR fluids 6 (hard CI and cerium oxide)

CI (VOl %)

I Hard CI soft c1 I
+ 0.1 % diamond A 1.0% cerittm oxide
m 1.()~oaluminum oxide

A 1.()% cerium oxide

G5LM3

Figure 83.52

Effect of the CI concentration on removal with maximum amount of abrasive

present. Once again the diamonds prove to be the most efficient, reacting

strongestto the increasein CI concentration.The cerium oxide data consist

of both hard and soft CI. This shows that the hardness of CI is unimportant in

the presenceof the abrasive.
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and 9 (soft CI and cerium oxide) coincide. This is more

evidence that the type of CI is unimportant in aqueous environ-

ments with nonmagnetic abrasives, when the CI acts only as a

lap. This plot shows the general trend that an increase in CI

concentration leads to higher removal rates and that the relative

increase in removal rate is largely related to the abrasive type.

The nonmagnetic abrasives efllciently increase removal rate

and decrease roughness. The diamonds are 10x more efficient

than cerium oxide and aluminum oxide.

Figure 83.53 shows how the removal rate changes with

pressure and drag force (pressure and drag force changed as a

result of varying CI concentration but keeping the nonmag-

netic abrasive concentration and wheel velocity constant).

Figure 83.53(a) shows the removal rate as a function of drag

force at the maximum nonmagnetic abrasive concentration

used for these experiments. Figure 83.53(b) shows the removal

rate as a function of the peak pressure. Both drag force and

pressure scale with removal rate in a linear way, which is

consistent with considerations such as Preston’s equatior$

discussed at the beginning of this article. The slopes of these

lines (related to a Preston-type coefficient) depend on the type

of abrasive used. The linear fits for the drag force tend to go

through the origin, whereas they do not for the pressure. This

supports the theory that in MRF the shear stress controls

removal of material.

The drag force as a function of nonmagnetic abrasive

content at a constant CI concentration is plotted in Fig. 83.54

for MR fluids 6,7, and 8. As nonmagtietic abrasives are added,

the drag force is reduced. This is once again consistent with the

idea that nonmagnetic abrasives move to the region between

the CI and the glass surface. All of the curves start at approxi-

mately the same initial drag force of about 5.5 N without

nonmagnetic abrasive. While the MR fluid lap yields and

conforms to the part surface, the magnetic field gives it a

certain rigidity that makes it relatively dil%cult to shear. It is

almost a two-body abrasion problem. This changes when

nonmagnetic abrasives are added. They are forced to the glass

surface because of the gradient in the magnetic field. At this

point, the process becomes a three-body abrasion system. The

magnetically stiffened CI forms the polishing lap that supports

the free abrasives against the glass surface. This is similar to

loose abrasive polishing on a conforrnal lap.

Consider the relative reductions in the drag force. The

diamonds are seen to reduce the drag force dramatically, while

increasing the removal rate just as dramatically. Adding alumi-

num oxide to the MR fluid also significantly reduces the drag
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force, but adding cerium oxide has very little effect. This does

not correlate with removal but may be interesting for a different

reason. Several authors (see, for example, Refs. 10 and 15)

hypothesize that one of the reasons cerium oxide is a successful

polishing agent is because of its ability to chemically bond with

the glass surface. This plot may begin to give physical evidence

of this phenomenon.

All of these results suggest the use of a modified Preston

equation to describe material removal in MRF. Consider

Eq. (2). If a coefficient of friction is pulled out of CP, it can be

written as

(3)

The term c; is a new Preston coefficient and ~ is a coefi-lcient

of friction. The friction coefficient multiplied by a normal load

gives a drag force (FD) and Eq. (3) becomes

(4)

Finally, if this is considered over a very small volume of

material (see callout on right in Fig. 83.46), the term F~A is

simply the local shear stress at the part surface. This would give

a removal rate description similar to Preston’s equation based

on the local shear stress (z) at the part surface

6
(a)

I

5 -

4 -

3 -

2 -

1 -

n
“35

G5wl
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(5)

Previous work22’23 has shown that spot profiles are consis-

tent with the shear stress distribution at the part surface. The

remaining two terms in Eq. (5) are not yet fully understood.

The relative velocity (ds/dt) is difficult to define in MRF. This

velocity could be the relative velocity between the wheel and

the part surface, but since the CI in the MR fluid actually

supplies the lap, it is more correct that ds/dt is the relative

velocity between the CI and the glass surface. This is not easily

determined at this time. In fact, the behavior of the different

abrasives in different MR fluids may indicate that this relative

velocity depends on the abrasive type used. The wheel velocity

was the same for all of the experiments described here, so this

term was held as constant as possible in terms of controllable

experimental parameters.

This work has also shown that, as for other polishing

processes, it is difficult to define the Preston coefficient (C~)

in MRF. This term contains information on the chemistry of the

carrier fluid, abrasive type, and glass type. Lambropoulos

et al.3 showed that the removal rate in MRF is proportional to

the term E/KcH~ of the glass (E = elastic modulus, Kc =

fracture toughness, andH~= Knoop hardness of the glass). The

experiments described here show that the removal rate de-

pends on the abrasive type as well as the concentration. As a

result, this coefficient would also have to contain information

about the abrasive type used for a given MR fluid (probably

size, shape, and hardness as well as the tribochemical “grip-

ping”15 power). Finally, it was shown that the presence of DI

water dramatically changes how the abrasive interacts with the

glass surface. Therefore, information on the chemical make-up

of the carrier fluid must also be contained in this coefficient.

(b)
I I + I

- Increasing CI
concentration

_~ *

&

40 45 50 0 50 100 150 200 250

Drag force (N) Peak pressure (kPa)

Hard CI Soft CI

+ 0.1 Yodiamond A 1.()?iocerium oxide
m 1.OYOaluminum oxide
A 1.f)70 cerium oxide

F@re 83.53

Removal rate versus drag force (a), and re-

moval rate versus peak pressure (b). Removal

rate increases linearly with pressure and drag

force. The linear fits for the drag force go

through the origin with high correlation coeffi-

cients, but do not for the pressure. This means

that there can be removal with a nonzero pres-

sure, but with no drag force (therefore no shear

stress) there will be no removal. This supports

the idea that shear stress controls removal rate

in MRF.
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Figure 83.54

Effect of adding abrasive to MR fluids 4,5, and 6 containing 45 VOIYOCL In

each case the addition of abrasive reduces the drag force, supporting the idea

that MRF becomes a three-body abrasion problem. The cerium oxide main-

tains a high drag force, which supports the theories that cerium oxide has

“chemical tooth.”

Summary
The mechanisms of material removal in MRF have been

presented. Previous work describes how the shear stress due to

the hydrodynamic flow of the MR fluid between the rotating

wheel and the part surface controls the removal rate. The idea

that material removal depends on the shear stress at the part

surface is supported by the linear relation between removal rate

and the total drag force shown here. It has also been shown

previously that the nanohardness of the CI is important in

material removal with nonaqueous MR fluids. We show here

that as DI water is added to the MR fluid, the differences in the

behavior of the hard and soft CI become less significant as the

removal rate dramatically increases for both. This is due to

either the presence of a hydrated layer or reduced fracture

toughness of the glass in aqueous MR fluids. The addition of

nonmagnetic nano-abrasives increases removal rates further

since they move to the interface between the CI and the glass

surface to control material removal. A transition from two-

body to three-body removal is hypothesized. The relative

increase in removal depends on the amount and type of the

abrasive since different abrasives interact with the glass sur-

face in different ways. This behavior of the abrasive is evident

from both AFM scans as well as drag force measurements.

More work should allow these results to be summarized in a

modified Preston equation based on the local shear stress at the

part surface.
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